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David Mermin reportedly said regarding Feynman that “[he] would drop every-
thing to hear Feynman lecture on the municipal drainage system”. I believe a lot of
people who have had the privilege of being in a Supriyo Datta lecture, or been in a
group seminar with him would feel the same way. In many such occasions, I have
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approach to science has influnced my internal checking mechanisms, as Feynman said,
“The first principle is you must not fool yourself   and you are the easiest one to
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Professor Janes was a source of many legendary anectodes that inspired gener-
ations of graduate students, including mine. I have been particularly attentive to
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his keen common sense and vast knowledge on just about anything. It is always a
pleasure to interact with him.
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time to interact. I very much hope to continue these interactions in the future.
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Ganguly as well as my juniors Ahmed Zeeshan Pervaiz, Shehrin Sayed and Rafatul
Faria, my very best wishes for their bright journey ahead. It is a pleasure to ac-
knowledge my dear friends from diverse backgrounds: Hasan Onan Demirel, Ahmet
Ceyhan, Nuri Yilmazer, Cansu Cimen, Yucel Parsak, Michael Tzolov, Abhishek Parab
and Andrew Pheasant, and my chess coach, International Master Tom O’Donnell for
many cross-lessons from chess that helped me in life and in the royal game.
My loving brother, Ulas Mehmet Camsari and my loving sister Gamze Balci Cam-
sari have done everything they can for me to make my life easier as a graduate student.
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1.1 (a) The modules in the circuit library come in two broad categories, trans-
port blocks (TB) based on the physics of transport and magnetic blocks
(MB) based on the physics of magnetism. Solid blocks are presented in
detail in the rest of the thesis, dashed blocks (Spin pumping, Topolog-
ical Insulators, Voltage-Controlled Magnetic Anisotropy) are envisioned
modules for the future. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
1.2 Illustrative spin-circuits that we are going to analyze in this thesis. Broadly,
each of these examples will be expanded and analyzed in detail in a sep-
arate chapter (b) Spin-Valve Chapter 2 (c) Non-local spin valve with in-
verse spin Hall e↵ect discussed in Chapter 5 (d) Magnetic Tunnel Junction
discussed in Chapter 3 (e) Spin Switch: A proposed spin-logic device dis-
cussed in Chapter 6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
2.1 Conceptual cartoon illustrating the GMR e↵ect: Two ferromagnetic layers
are spaced by a non-magnetic metallic spacer. The resistance of the multi-
layer device depends on the relative orientation of the magnets: Parallel
configuration has higher resistance compared to the anti-parallel configu-
ration. The e↵ect was as large as 80% at the time of its discovery, hence
the name “giant” [1]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
2.2 Illustrating the 2-Current Model in Spin Valves: Simply observing that
the majority and minority spins with respect to a given magnet configura-
tion will have di↵erent resistances at the spacer/magnet interface predicts
a magnetoresistance e↵ect. The (!)channel corresponds to the conduc-
tivity of the majority spins in the bottom magnets, similarly ( )channel
corresponds to the minority spins in the bottom magnet. . . . . . . . . 9
2.3 2-Current Model becomes ambiguous when magnets are not collinear: The
individual interfaces can be represented separately using the 2-current
model, but it is not clear how these interfaces can be interconnected in
a circuit sense as was done previously. The solution is to generalize the
basis set from collinear directions, such as "  spins and #  spins (2-
component) to charge transport and spin polarization in three distinct
spatial directions (4-components). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
2.4 Non-magnet module: Symbol and its 4-Component circuit description . 14
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2.5 Ferromagnet module: Symbol and its 4-Component circuit description . 15
2.6 FM NM Interface module: Symbol and its 4-Component circuit descrip-
tion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
2.7 Current Perpendicular-to-Plane Spin-Valve: (a) Spin-Circuit representa-
tion (b) Physical structure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
2.8 Experimental MR of a CPP spin-valve with respect to relative angle (✓)
between magnets. (b) Functional form of CPP-GMR using andRP = 13.25
n⌦, a = 0.28, P = 0.33. Experimental data reprinted with permission
from [47]: S. Urazhdin, R. Loloee, and W. P. Pratt, Jr., “Noncollinear
spin transport in magnetic multilayers”, Phys. Rev. B 71, 100401(R)
  Published 4 March 2005, Copyright (2005) by the American Physical
Society. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
2.9 Current In-Plane Spin-Valve: (a) Physical structure (b) Spin-Circuit rep-
resentation (c) Flattened circuit view showing individual modules of spin-
circuits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
2.10 (a) Experimental MR of a CIP spin-valve with respect to (✓) (b) Functional
form of CIP-GMR using and RP = 4.66 ⌦, RAP = 4.78 ⌦. Experimental
data reprinted with permission from [51]: T Okuyama, H Yamamoto,
T Shinjo, “Magnetotransport phenomena of multilayered films with two
magnetic components”, Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials,
Volume 113, Issues 1 3, 2 July 1992, Pages 79 82, Copyright (1992) by
Elsevier Limited. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
3.1 Postulating that the series resistance of two resistors are given by the
multiplication of the two ( R12 = KR⇥r instead of R12 = R+r) produces
the correct TMR expression for MTJ devices [30]. . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
3.2 Magnetic Tunnel Junction: Does the “multiplication” concept of scalar
resistances (conductances) in the context of TMR extend to the general
4⇥ 4 FM NM interface conductances? (a) Spin-Circuit Modeling of the
MTJ device (b) MTJ physical structure. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32
3.3 Experimental MR of an MTJ with respect to the relative angle (✓) between
magnets. (b) Functional form of TMR using P=0.1. Experimental data
reprinted with permission from [65]: H. Ja↵res, D. Lacour, F. Nguyen
Van Dau, J. Briatico, F. Petro↵, and A. Vaures, “Angular dependence of
the tunnel magnetoresistance in transition-metal-based junctions”, Phys.
Rev. B 64, 064427   Published 24 July 2001 Copyright (2001) by the
American Physical Society. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
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3.4 In a real MTJ – only the first column of the full MTJ matrix is probed,
because only a net charge potential can be applied across the device. . 35
3.5 An emerging class of experiments where MTJ is driven by a non-equilibrium
spin potential due to the Giant Spin Hall E↵ect (GSHE). . . . . . . . 36
3.6 Experimental angular dependence of zero-bias torkances showing sin (✓)
dependence is reproduced by P= 0.659 obtained from reported TMR=154%
and RAP= 8 k⌦ with a=1 and b=15% (for field-like torque 15% of in-
plane torque), assuming they are both voltage independent. Experimental
data reprinted by permission from [69] Macmillan Publishers Ltd: [Na-
ture Physics], Jack C. Sankey, Yong-Tao Cui, Jonathan Z. Sun, John
C. Slonczewski, Robert A. Buhrman et al., “Measurement of the spin-
transfer-torque vector in magnetic tunnel junctions”, Nature Physics 4,
67-71 (2008), copyright (2008). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41
3.7 The voltage dependent features of the MTJ devices are approximated by
turning the energy dependent polarizations into voltage dependent polar-
izations, P (E)!P(V) similar to the treatment described in [70]. . . . . 42
3.8 Experimental voltage dependence of charge conductance of the MTJ is
reproduced for di↵erent free/fixed layer configurations by these voltage
dependent polarizations, where R 1MTJ = GMTJ0(1 + P1(V )P2(V ) cos ✓),
where P1(V=0)=P2(V=0)=0.659 obtained from low-field TMR=154%.
Note that the voltage dependent polarizations are equal to 0.659 at V=0.
(A,B,C,D points represent decreasing angle between the magnetization di-
rections from anti-parallel to paralell configurations) (b) The conductance,
GMTJ0 = (169⌦) 1 is obtained from the experimental RAP=294⌦ and
assumed to be voltage independent, possibly the reason for the apparent
discrepancy between theory and experiment. Experimental data reprinted
by permission from [71] Macmillan Publishers Ltd: [Nature Physics] (H.
Kubota, A. Fukushima, K. Yakushiji, T. Nagahama, S. Yuasa, K. Ando,
H. Maehara, Y. Nagamine, K. Tsunekawa, D. D. Djayaprawira, N. Watan-
abe and Y. Suzuki, “Quantitative measurement of voltage dependence of
spin-transfer torque in MgO-based magnetic tunnel junctions”, Nature
Physics 4, 37 (2007)), copyright (2007). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44
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3.9 Using exactly the same voltage dependent polarization factors for the two
interfaces described in (Fig. 3.7), the unified model reproduces the in-plane
spin-torque incident to the free layer (FM2). For this experiment, the in-
plane spin conductance is assumed to be a=0.33 (compared to a=1 in
the ballistic limit) and voltage independent and GMTJ0 = (169⌦) 1. Ex-
perimental data reprinted by permission from [71] Macmillan Publishers
Ltd: [Nature Physics] (H. Kubota, A. Fukushima, K. Yakushiji, T. Naga-
hama, S. Yuasa, K. Ando, H. Maehara, Y. Nagamine, K. Tsunekawa, D. D.
Djayaprawira, N. Watanabe and Y. Suzuki, “Quantitative measurement of
voltage dependence of spin-transfer torque in MgO-based magnetic tunnel
junctions”, Nature Physics 4, 37 (2007)). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
3.10 The form of the out-of-plane spin torque is obtained from I2 = (G12V2  
G21V1), where V2 = +V/2 and V1 =  V/2, and the non-reciprocity be-
tween G12 and G21 leads to the quadratic bias dependence of the out-of-
plane spin current (See text) (b) Using the same polarization factors for
the two interfaces, and GMTJ0 = (169⌦) 1, and the out-of-plane spin- mix-
ing conductance ‘b’ is assumed to be 8%, proposed model quantitatively
reproduces the experimentally measured out-of- plane spin torque [71]. Ex-
perimental data reprinted by permission from [71] Macmillan Publishers
Ltd: [Nature Physics] (H. Kubota, A. Fukushima, K. Yakushiji, T. Naga-
hama, S. Yuasa, K. Ando, H. Maehara, Y. Nagamine, K. Tsunekawa, D. D.
Djayaprawira, N. Watanabe and Y. Suzuki, “Quantitative measurement of
voltage dependence of spin-transfer torque in MgO-based magnetic tunnel
junctions”, Nature Physics 4, 37 (2007)), copyright (2007). . . . . . . . 46
4.1 (a) An emerging type of experiment where spin-currents drive a Magnetic
Tunnel Junction (b) Equivalent representation of the GSHE as a spin-
source that drives the MTJ. (c) Abstract representation of the problem:
Is a Landauer-Büttiker formulation of spin and charge currents possible
for an arbitrary coherent multi-terminal conductor? . . . . . . . . . . . 48
4.2 Schematic of a multi-terminal conductor described by an arbitrary Hamil-
tonian that could include spin-orbit coupling and/or time-reversal asym-
metry. Each terminal is a Normal Metal (NM) channel that allows proper
definitions of both charge and spin potentials and currents, described by
a four-component quantity. The (4⇥ 1) terminal current is related to the
(4 ⇥ 1) occupation function by a (4 ⇥ 4) terminal conductance matrix,
Eq. (4.2), and to the (4 ⇥ 1) spin-transfer-torque current by the spin-
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ABSTRACT
Camsari, Kerem Yunus Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2015. Modular Approach to
Spintronics. Major Professor: Professor Supriyo Datta.
There has been enormous progress in the last two decades, e↵ectively combining
spintronics and magnetics into a powerful force that is shaping the field of memory
devices. New materials and phenomena continue to be discovered at an impressive
rate, providing an ever-increasing set of building blocks that could be exploited in
designing transistor-like functional devices of the future. The objective of this thesis
is to provide a quantitative foundation for this building block approach, so that new
discoveries can be integrated into functional device concepts, quickly analyzed and
critically evaluated. Through careful benchmarking against available theory and ex-
periments we establish a set of elemental modules representing diverse materials and
phenomena. These elemental modules can be integrated seamlessly to model com-
posite devices involving both spintronic and nanomagnetic phenomena, even when
subtle quantum mechanical properties of spin are involved. We envision the library
of modules to evolve both by incorporating new modules and by improving existing
modules as the field progresses. The primary contribution of this thesis is to estab-
lish the ground rules or protocols for a modular approach that can build a lasting





The developments of the last two decades have combined the distinct fields of
spintronics and magnetism into a powerful force. Starting with the Giant Magne-
toresistance (GMR) e↵ect, the field has enjoyed continuous breakthroughs with new
discoveries such as the large Tunneling Magnetoresistance (TMR) e↵ect, spin-transfer-
torque (STT) switching and more recently, high spin-orbit phenomena including the
Giant Spin Hall E↵ect (GSHE) and Topological Insulators (TI) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
Spintronic memory devices based on TMR and STT have already been commer-
cialized while spintronic logic devices are still being actively explored [7, 8, 9]. New
materials and phenomena continue to be discovered at an impressive rate which can
be viewed as a continually expanding set of “building blocks” [10] for sophisticated
functional devices.
The objective of this thesis is to provide a quantitative foundation for this
building block approach, so that new discoveries can be integrated into functional
device concepts, quickly analyzed and critically evaluated.
Specifically, through careful comparison with available theory and experiment, we
establish a set of elemental modules representing a diverse array of materials and
phenomena (Fig. (1.1)). These elemental modules can be assembled seamlessly to
model complex functional devices and experimental structures. Irrespective of their
physical origin, these modules are formulated in terms of generalized voltages and
currents. Complex circuits assembled using these modules can be solved by standard
circuit techniques including standard solvers like SPICE, augmenting earlier work on
spin-circuits [11, 12, 13,14].
2
1.2 Scope and Significance of this Thesis
It is not at all obvious that complex spintronic phenomena can indeed be rep-
resented in terms of circuits. Consider for example, the basic device that started
the field of spintronics, namely the Spin Valve (the subject of Chapter 2) which is
modeled as a series circuit of two interface modules in our approach (Fig. (1.2)).
These modules represent an interface between a ferromagnet (FM) and a non-magnet
(NM). The usual conductances of these interfaces do not depend on the direction of
the magnetization of the FM layer. Then, how can two such conductances in series
result in a conductance that depends on the angle between the magnets, as required
by the GMR e↵ect?
What makes this possible is the representation of each interface not as a simple
conductance, but as a 4 ⇥ 4 conductance matrix relating 4-component currents to
4-component voltages (1 for charge and 3 for spin). Spin circuits using these 4 ⇥ 4
conductances incorporate all the physics of spin accurately as first noted by Brataas
et. al. [11].
We extend this approach further to non-local spin valves (NLSV) (Fig. (1.1))
the subject of Chapter 5, a ubiquitous setup that has been used in a wide range of
experiments, such as the Hanle e↵ect [15], non-local spin-torque transfer [16], voltage-
controlled spin-precession [17] and spin-injection to semiconductors [18]. The non-
local spin valve is implemented using our simple 4⇥ 4 modules and we will show that
this straightforward implementation is equivalent to other theoretical approaches that
are well-established for such structures [19].
We will further show that recent experiments using the inverse GSHE to convert
spin currents in NLSV into charge voltages [20] are modeled straightforwardly by
adding a new GSHE module to the existing NLSV circuit. This ability to integrate
new phenomena onto an existing framework represents one of the most useful features
of the modular approach.
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A modular approach needs to supplement the transport modules described above
with magnetic modules using voltage and current-like variables in order to allow
seamless integration of spintronic and nanomagnetic phenomena. An example of
this is the circuit module that simulates the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation
describing the dynamics of magnets. We are going to show that in Chapter 6 LLG
equation can be expressed as the transient response of a circuit, enabling a circuit
implementation of it and further show how it can interact with transport modules for a
self-consistent framework between transport and magnetization dynamics. In Chapter
6, we are also going to introduce dipolar and exchange interaction modules that can
be used to analyze complex interactions between magnets that can be combined with
(LLG) and transport modules.
We envision the library of modules to evolve both by incorporating new modules
and by improving existing modules as the field progresses. The primary contribution
of this thesis is to establish the ground rules or protocols for a modular approach
that can build a lasting bridge between materials scientists and circuit designers in
the field of spintronics and nanomagnetics. Open-source codes for these modules and
example spin-circuits discussed in this thesis are available at the web-portal we have
created at https://nanohub.org/groups/spintronics.
1.3 Organization of Thesis
In the rest of this thesis we expand the spin-circuit examples broadly shown in
Fig. (1.2). Chapter 2 starts with the device that many consider started the field of
spintronics, the Spin-Valve. We examine how various types of spin-valves can be mod-
eled smoothly in terms of spin-circuits. Chapter 3 will consider the Magnetic Tunnel
Junction devices that historically came after the Spin-Valve, with better performance
and magnetoresistance. Chapter 4 will augment the existing elemental transport
models by microscopic transport models (Non-Equilibrium Green’s Function formal-
ism and Scattering Theory) that are important in modeling coherent transport units,
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Fig. 1.1. (a) The modules in the circuit library come in two broad cate-
gories, transport blocks (TB) based on the physics of transport and mag-
netic blocks (MB) based on the physics of magnetism. Solid blocks are
presented in detail in the rest of the thesis, dashed blocks (Spin pump-
ing, Topological Insulators, Voltage-Controlled Magnetic Anisotropy) are
envisioned modules for the future.
illustrating how one can go from NEGF to spin-circuits. Chapter 5 will extend the
Spin-Valve concept to Non-Local Spin-Valves, a ubiquitous experimental playground
for spin-physics. We will show that the same elemental units that describe Spin-
Valves and MTJ’s fully explain all transport aspects of Non-Local Spin-Valves. In
this Chapter we are also going to make use of specific results of Chapter 4 from
NEGF to illustrate a non-local realization of the famous spin field-e↵ect transistor.
In Chapter 6 we are going to show that spin-circuits can be used to understand
much more complicated functional spin logic devices. In doing so, we are going to
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introduce magnetic modules (LLG, Dipolar, Exchange interactions) that are used in
describing dynamics and interactions of magnetic systems and show how they are self-
consistently handled with spin and charge transport seamlessly using spin-circuits. In
Chapter 7, we are going to argue that the spin-circuit approach is valid even when
subtle quantum properties of spin are involved by providing solid-state analogs of
gedankenexperiments that have been used by Feynman to illustrate the “mysteries”
of spin. And finally, in Chapter 8 we are going to provide a summary and a future
outlook for the Modular Approach to spintronics.
1.4 Publications Based on this Thesis
There are three manuscripts based on this thesis:
1. A concise summary of this thesis, including Chapter 2, Chapter 5, Chapter 6
are outlined in a journal publication with the same title of the thesis, “Modular
Approach To Spintronics” and it is accepted for publication in Nature Scientific
Reports, as of April 2015 [21].
2. Chapter 3 has been published in [22].
3. Chapter 4 has been summarized in a cond-mat article that is currently being
expanded for a second submission [23].
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Fig. 1.2. Illustrative spin-circuits that we are going to analyze in this
thesis. Broadly, each of these examples will be expanded and analyzed in
detail in a separate chapter (b) Spin-Valve Chapter 2 (c) Non-local spin
valve with inverse spin Hall e↵ect discussed in Chapter 5 (d) Magnetic
Tunnel Junction discussed in Chapter 3 (e) Spin Switch: A proposed
spin-logic device discussed in Chapter 6.
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2. SPIN-VALVES USING SPIN-CIRCUITS
Part of this chapter appears in Scientific Reports, “Modular Approach
to Spintronics”, Kerem Yunus Camsari, Samiran Ganguly, Supriyo Datta
[21].
2.1 Giant Magnetoresistance and Spin-Valves
The Giant Magnetoresistance (GMR) e↵ect was discovered in 1988, independently
by two European physicists, Albert Fert and Peter Grünberg who were awarded a
Nobel prize in physics in 2007 for their discovery. The e↵ect they observed was a
relatively large change in the resistance of epitaxially grown ferromagnetic multilayers
when the magnetization direction of the magnets was changed from “parallel” to
“anti-parallel” configuration (Fig. 2.1). Even though several spin-dependent transport
e↵ects had been known at the time, for instance “the anisotropic magnetoresistance
e↵ect” where ferromagnetic alloys such as Ni-Fe showed a resistance change with
respect to a magnetic field by about 1   5% [24, 25], GMR was exhibiting a much
larger change in the multilayer resistance, as high as 80% at 4.2K [1] even at the time
of its discovery, therefore being called a “giant” e↵ect [26].
This breakthrough discovery led to IBM’s rapid development of magnetic storage
units based on the GMR e↵ect, and played a large role in accelerating the progress
of “spintronics” (or spin electronics), broadly defined as the “study of active control
and manipulation of spin degrees of freedom in solid-state systems” [25].
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Fig. 2.1. Conceptual cartoon illustrating the GMR e↵ect: Two ferromag-
netic layers are spaced by a non-magnetic metallic spacer. The resistance
of the multi-layer device depends on the relative orientation of the mag-
nets: Parallel configuration has higher resistance compared to the anti-
parallel configuration. The e↵ect was as large as 80% at the time of its
discovery, hence the name “giant” [1].
2.2 Theoretical Understanding: 2-Current Model
The standard theoretical understanding of the GMR e↵ect can be traced back
to 1936, to Sir Neville Mott. In a pioneering series of papers [27, 28], Mott showed
that the conductivity of bulk ferromagnets can be divided into two distinct parts,
one corresponding to the majority carriers in the magnet and one for the minority
carriers at low temperatures, when the magnons in the magnet are frozen out so
that the scattering processes do not mix the two distinct conductivities. This way of
treating up spin and down spin currents came to be known as the 2-Current Model,
later expanded and used by Valet and Fert [29] to quantitatively analyze the GMR
e↵ect. The latter is sometimes called the “Valet-Fert Model” in the literature.
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Fig. 2.2. Illustrating the 2-Current Model in Spin Valves: Simply observ-
ing that the majority and minority spins with respect to a given magnet
configuration will have di↵erent resistances at the spacer/magnet inter-
face predicts a magnetoresistance e↵ect. The (!)channel corresponds to
the conductivity of the majority spins in the bottom magnets, similarly
( )channel corresponds to the minority spins in the bottom magnet.
It is instructive to analyze the spin-valve and the GMR e↵ect (Fig. 2.1) using a
simplified version of the 2-Current Model (Fig. 2.2). Remarkably, simply assuming
that the two spin species would have di↵erent conductivities at the interface between
the spacer and magnetic layers depending on the magnet direction, predicts a resis-
















1Note that for a free electron the spin-angular momentum and magnetic moment are defined in
opposite directions, making the angular momentum of the majority spins antiparallel to the magne-
tization direction. We are ignoring this aspect in the simple picture shown in Fig. (2.2) for simplicity.
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Defining a new quantity, the ‘polarization’ of an interface that quantifies the di↵erence
between R and r, P ⌘ R  r
R + r
, GMR can be succinctly expressed as:
GMR =
P 2
1  P 2 (2.3)
Eq. (2.3) shows that increasing the spin-selectivity of the interfaces (P), for instance
by using half-metallic magnets that accept only one type of spin at the interfaces
(P = 1), the GMR e↵ect can be made to be arbitrarily large. The polarization of an
interface is usually not an experimentally measurable quantity, and usually extracted
from GMR data. However, this simple picture of the GMR e↵ect based on the 2-
current model has been used to interpret an extensive series of experiments, and
its basic parameters (such as P) that are obtained from first-principles calculations
accurately explained these experiments [11].
For a more realistic analysis of the spin-valve, the bulk and channel contributions
to the overall resistances need to be considered. We will investigate these contri-
butions quantitatively in the next sections, before that we proceed with a natural
question.
2.3 What if the magnets are not collinear?
A natural question that might arise is what happens when the magnetic orientation
of the magnets of the spin-valve shown in Fig. (2.1) are not collinear, that is, when
the magnets point to arbitrary directions in di↵erent directions as shown in Fig. (2.3).
It is clear that the 2-current model cannot express these directions at the same
time, in fact the whole concept of “up” and “down” or “left” and “right” becomes
ambiguous in such a case. Even though the individual interfaces can be represented
in a 2-current channel in terms of one single magnet, it is not clear how these can
be combined as we did previously in a simplified 2-current picture of the spin-valve.
Moreover, the angular dependence of the magnetoresistance e↵ect experimentally
shows a non-trivial behavior (See Fig. (2.8)), underlining a practical relevance for
this question.
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Fig. 2.3. 2-Current Model becomes ambiguous when magnets are not
collinear: The individual interfaces can be represented separately using
the 2-current model, but it is not clear how these interfaces can be in-
terconnected in a circuit sense as was done previously. The solution is
to generalize the basis set from collinear directions, such as "  spins and
#  spins (2-component) to charge transport and spin polarization in three
distinct spatial directions (4-components).
The short answer to the question we raised is to consider spin-currents as 3-
dimensional vectors flowing in space in addition to charge currents. This extends the
basis set from up/down or left/right to an unambiguous basis that has charge, xspin,
yspin, zspin components, a 4-component vector that makes every conductance a 4⇥4
matrix that relate 4⇥1 current vectors to 4⇥1 voltage vectors.
Of course there is no real mystery, even a simple quantum transport model of the
spin-valve would capture the dependence of the resistance as a function of a changing
magnetization directions (See for instance, Lecture 22 in [30]) in the language of
“spinors” that relate di↵erent spin-orientations by complex 2 ⇥ 2 matrices. Indeed,
a comprehensive theory for non-collinear magnetoelectronics was given by Brataas
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and Bauer over a series of pioneering papers (See [31] and references therein) and
summarized in a review article they authored [11].
Brataas and Bauer specifically focused on the interface transport between a non-
magnetic spacer and a ferromagnet, since the interface turned out to be critically
important in interpreting the spin-transfer-torque (STT) e↵ect, where spin-polarized
currents that are incident to a small ferromagnet were shown to cause a reversal in
the magnetization direction. The STT was discovered in the early 2000s after being
theoretically predicted by Slonczewski and Berger independently and around the same
time (See [32] and references therein).
2.3.1 Non-collinear magnetoelectronics using the 4-Current Model
In addition to its success with the spin-transfer-torque e↵ect, the comprehensive
theory developed by Brataas and Bauer for non-collinear magnetoelectronics has been
used to interpret a wide variety of sophisticated spin-dependent phenomena, such,
spin Hall magnetoresistance, spin pumping, and spin Seebeck e↵ect, all of which was
recently tested from a unified experimental setup [33], firmly establishing this theory.
In a series of subsequent papers Datta and colleagues reformulated this theory de-
veloped by Brataas and Bauer in terms of spin-circuits in a physically more appealing
and transparent form in terms of 4⇥4 matrices to analyze spin-based functional device
proposals [34, 35, 12]. In addition, they expanded the spin-circuit approach by refor-
mulating di↵usive spin-transport equations in the same language of spin-circuits, as
well as coupling it with magnetization dynamics usually modeled by Landau-Lifshitz-
Gilbert equation to create a self-consistent scheme of magnetization dynamics and
transport. This new approach was subsequently used in the field by several di↵erent
groups to model a wide variety of spin-based functional devices [36,14, 37,38,39,40].
The modular approach described in this thesis is founded on this 4-current model.
We extend previous e↵orts by:
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• expanding the scope of previous spin-circuits by including various new phe-
nomena to high-spin orbit coupling materials and interfaces such as Giant Spin
Hall E↵ect (GSHE) and Rashba spin-orbit coupling (RSO) for transport, and
magnetic coupling (Dipolar and exchange in addition to the LLG equation for
magnetization dynamics),
• firmly establishing the power and reliability of spin-circuits by using the 4-
component modules to build complex spin-circuits in order to benchmark a
larger range of basic physics experiments and standard theoretical results,
• as well as defining the ground rules for the development of new circuit models
based on this 4-current model (called “modules”) to be a lasting bridge between
material scientists/physicists and circuit designers.
In the next sections, we first describe the transport modules used in the “assembly”
of di↵erent spin-valve structures. Throughout this thesis, the modules are presented
in the order they appear in the spin-circuit examples.
2.4 Transport Module: Non-Magnet
The non-magnet module describes a bulk, non-magnetic material with negligible
spin-orbit coupling having two transport terminals and is modeled as a reciprocal
⇧-network containing a series and shunt conductance matrix (Fig. (2.4)). The se-
ries/shunt matrices are characterized by the resistivity (⇢), length (L), area (A) and
spin-flip length ( ) of the non-magnetic material. It is based on a heuristic expansion
of the spin-di↵usion equation treating up and down spins separately in a channel.
The basic notion is, there is really no di↵erence between z, x or y spins in a non-
magnetic material, therefore the spin-conductances for any given z-direction should
be the same.
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Fig. 2.4. Non-magnet module: Symbol and its 4-Component circuit de-
scription










c z x y
c Gc 0 0 0
z 0 Gs 0 0
x 0 0 Gs 0





















c z x y
c 0 0 0 0
z 0 G0s 0 0
x 0 0 G0s 0










whereG0s = A/(⇢ )tanh(L/2 ). The shunt conductances account for the non-conservative
spin-currents that decay over a few spin flip lengths, unlike charge currents. The
charge column and row of the shunt conductance are zero, ensuring charge currents
are always conserved.
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It is important to note that the NM module presented here is not only valid
for metals, but also for semiconductors such as silicon and graphene, as long as the
transport is in the di↵usive regime and well characterized by a conductivity and a
spin-flip length.
2.5 Transport Module: FM
The FM module describes a bulk ferromagnet and is modeled as a reciprocal ⇧-
network with a series and shunt conductance matrix (Fig. (2.5)), obtained from a
spin-di↵usion equation [12].
Fig. 2.5. Ferromagnet module: Symbol and its 4-Component circuit de-
scription
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c 1 P 0 0
z P ↵ 0 0
x 0 0 0 0
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Gs = A/(⇢L)(1 P 2)(L/ )tanh(L/2 ) and G0s = A/(⇢ 0) tanh(L/2 0). A is area,
⇢ is resistivity, L is length, P is bulk magnet polarization,   and  0 are longitudinal
and transverse spin-flip lengths. Typically,  0 is much shorter than   which is the
spin-flip length along the magnetization direction.
2.5.1 Rotation of FM and FM NM
The conductance matrices involving ferromagnets have been described for +z
direction, in general, these matrices need to be expressed as a function of an arbitrary
magnet direction, (✓, ) through a basis transformation (UR):
GFM(✓, ) = UR [GFM(✓ = 0, )]U
†
R (2.8)













c z x y
c 1 0 0 0
z 0 cos(✓) sin(✓) cos( ) sin(✓) sin( )
x 0   sin(✓) cos( ) cos(✓) + sin2( )(1  cos(✓))   sin( ) cos( )(1  cos(✓))












2.6 Transport Module: FM NM Interface
FM NM module (Fig. (2.6)) represents the interface between a ferromagnet and
a non-magnet, modeling the spin-currents through NM and FM layers. Spin currents
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in the transverse direction have an extremely short lifetime, decaying within a few
monolayers of the magnet [11]. This requires the spin currents at the FM NM
interface to be modeled starting from a coherent transport theory. Here, we show the
reformulation of this experimentally established spin-mixing conductance theory [41]
pioneered by [11] in the language of the 4 ⇥ 4 conductance formalism [12], as we
mentioned earlier.
Fig. 2.6. FM NM Interface module: Symbol and its 4-Component circuit
description
This module covers a wide range of interfaces from tunneling to ohmic contacts,
and is characterized by an interface charge conductance G0, interfacial polarization
(P), the real and imaginary spin-mixing conductances, <(G"#) = (G0 a) and =(G"#) =
(G0 b) that can be obtained both from experiment and theory [11]. The series and
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Note how the shunt conductance carries only an x and y current (transverse directions
for a z-directed magnet) giving rise to the spin-torque current at the interface. This
current is then supplied to an LLG solver as the spin-torque input.
2.6.1 Asymmetry of FM NM Interface
The circuit description of the FM NM interface has a shunt conductance only
on its NM side and not on the FM side since the FM NM interface is always pre-
ceded by a bulk FM region which does not carry any transverse spins. Therefore, no
shunt conductance on the FM side is necessary. However, this assumption may break
down for ultra-thin magnets where the FM is sandwiched by two NMs on either side
(NM FM NM) where transverse spin-currents may travel through without getting
completely absorbed by the magnet. In that case a more careful treatment of the
interface conductances is necessary [11].
2.6.2 Magnetic Insulator NM Interfaces
Yttrium iron garnet (YIG), an insulating ferromagnet can potentially be very
useful in spin devices [42]. When a spin current is incident to YIG, it acts as a spin sink
absorbing a spin-torque, while it acts as an insulator to charge currents. Therefore, a
YIG NM interface can be modeled similar to a FM NM interface, where the series
conductance matrix becomes identically zero while the shunt conductances (G0 a and
G0 b) are still of the order of the ballistic conductance ⇡
q2M
h
, M being the number
of modes in the NM [43].
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Indeed following this procedure and using the same FM NM spin-circuit for
YIG NM interfaces by removing the series component that is given by Eq. (2.9),
this module reproduces the essential physics in YIG-based devices that are recently
drawing interest as functional spin-based devices [44, 45]. In this thesis, however, we
are not going to show spin-circuit examples utilizing YIG-based interfaces, but simply
mention that these experiments are captured by spin-circuit formalism.
2.7 Benchmarking Spin-Circuits for Spin-Valves
Now that we have completed describing the building blocks that will be used in
building spin-valve circuits, we are going to demonstrate how various spin valve struc-
tures can be assembled using the FM, FM NM and NM modules of our framework.
Our main objective here is to benchmark the predictions of spin-circuits with seminal
results in the literature and stress how seemingly di↵erent structures are captured
from a unified modular framework. We will illustrate the use of spin-circuits for two
structurally di↵erent types of spin valves, current-in-plane (CIP) that preceded the
modern current-perpendicular-to-plane (CPP) spin valves. We will show that the an-
gular magnetoresistance for CPP and CIP geometries are captured analytically from
our formalism, reproducing experimental trends and earlier theory.
Note that due to the intrinsically 4-component nature of our formalism, the gen-
eral results obtained for the conductances of spin valves here are going to be 4 ⇥ 4
conductance matrices, however, we will only consider the charge conductance ((c,c)
entry of the matrix) to relate to existing results.
2.7.1 Current Perpendicular-to-Plane (CPP) Spin-Valve
The current perpendicular-to-plane (CPP) spin-valve takes its name from its ge-
ometry. The current flowing in the multi-layer is perpendicular to the cross-sectional
plane of the multilayer (Fig. (2.7)). Typically, the ferromagnets are spaced by a non-
magnetic metal layer that is of the order of a few nanometers. Its uniform structure
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Fig. 2.7. Current Perpendicular-to-Plane Spin-Valve: (a) Spin-Circuit
representation (b) Physical structure
resembles as two ferromagnets attached in a series circuit configuration with little or
no resistive path in between, therefore it seems that it can be assembled as a series of
two FM NM interface conductances that we have defined earlier: One pointing along
+z direction and one pointing in an arbitrary direction in the (z,x) plane. 4-current
circuit theory then requires the resistance matrices to be added in series, noting that
each of these conductances are now 4⇥ 4 matrices and need to be “inverted” as ma-
trices to get to resistance matrices; as opposed to ordinary scalars where resistance






Here we have assumed (for simplicity) that the terminals only have charge potentials
(all spin terminals grounded) so that the series and shunt conductances can be added
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into a single conductance, GFM NM = Gse + Gsh so that GFM NM in Eq. (2.11) in
the +z direction is given by:
GFM NM
| {z }
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z P 1 0 0
x 0 0 a b










After rotating this matrix by using the prescription defined in Eq. (2.8) and plugging
the rotated matrix in Eq. (2.11), the (c,c) element of the final GSV matrix gives the
angular conductance of the spin-valve. After straightforward algebra, the angular
resistance R(✓) can analytically be obtained as:
R(✓) = 2
  cos (✓) + a cos (✓) + a+ 1
G (a cos (✓)  cos (✓) + P 2 cos (✓)  P 2 + a+ 1) (2.13)
where G, P and a are interfacial conductance, polarization and spin-mixing conduc-
tance factor (<(G"#)) for the interface as described for a single interface in Eq. (2.9 2.10).
For this type of metallic interface, the imaginary part of the mixing conductance (G0 b
in our definition) is typically negligible [11], and therefore does not appear in our fi-









 (1 + cos(✓) + 2)
(2.14)
where we have defined   =
a
1  P 2   1.
This result that we obtained from the spin-circuit approach has been first directly
obtained from a Boltzmann equation based approach by Bauer [46] and later obtained
by using the spin-mixing conductance concept developed by Bauer and Brataas [11]
with the assumption that the spacer resistance is negligible in the CPP configuration,
as we have also assumed in (FIG 2b). Eq. (2.14) is known to reproduce the exper-
imentally observed angular MR in CPP structures [47, 46] as we show in the next
section. Before that let us address a natural question that might arise.
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2.7.2 Does the 4-Current result reduce to 2-Current result in the collinear
limit?
We can check whether substituting ✓ = 0 for parallel (R(0) = RP ) and ✓ = ⇡ for
anti-parallel (R⇡ = RAP ) resistances in Eq. (2.13), and calculating GMR from our







G(1  P 2) (2.15)






1  P 2 (2.16)
which was the result we obtained in the collinear limit.
2.7.3 Angular Magnetoresistance of CPP: Experiments vs Spin Circuit
In this section, we compare Eq. (2.13) with respect to experimental results ob-
tained for CPP-type spin-valves by Urazhdin et al. [47]. Fig. (2.8) shows the spin-
circuit result with respect to the exeperiment. The polarization of the interface P
is assumed to be 0.3 to fit the experimental data and is within the range of ex-
perimentally extracted interface polarizations in similar interfaces [48]. The   =
⇢
a
1  P 2   1
 
factor we have used (  = 2.14 for a = 2.8 and P = 0.33) is very close
to the parameter   factor Urazhdin et al. used as a parameter in [47] to fit their own
data (  = 1.96 ± 0.05), using the same Equation (Eq.2.13) we have derived using
spin-circuits in the previous section.
Note that neither Bauer [46] nor Urazhdin [47] used the explicit spin-circuit
method we have used so far to arrive at the same angular magnetoresistance (AMR)
expression, however, we believe these approaches ( [46]  [11]) are mathematically
equivalent and yield equivalent results. We merely use the example of AMR in spin-
valves to establish the validity of our approach, relating it to known experimental
and theoretical results.
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Fig. 2.8. Experimental MR of a CPP spin-valve with respect to rela-
tive angle (✓) between magnets. (b) Functional form of CPP-GMR using
and RP = 13.25 n⌦, a = 0.28, P = 0.33. Experimental data reprinted
with permission from [47]: S. Urazhdin, R. Loloee, and W. P. Pratt, Jr.,
“Noncollinear spin transport in magnetic multilayers”, Phys. Rev. B 71,
100401(R)   Published 4 March 2005, Copyright (2005) by the American
Physical Society.
2.8 Current-in-plane (CIP) Spin-Valve
In this section, we turn our attention to another type of device, the so-called
current-in-plane (CIP) spin-valve (Fig. (2.9)). The CIP spin-valve is structurally
di↵erent from the CPP spin-valve, where the current current in the structure is flowing
in the plane of the spacer, unlike the CPP. Historically the CIP spin-valves preceded
the modern CPP geometry and the first GMR experiments were performed exclusively
in the CIP geometry [49]. It is important to note that the in the case of the CIP
spin-valve, the circuit structure is more complex where we have explicitly added the
spacer resistance as well as contact resistances due to the ferromagnets.
The advantage of using a modular spin-circuit approach is to be able to routinely
handle these types of complications in a numerical circuit solver, as long as the mod-
ules that are added to the circuit are well defined and independently benchmarked.
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Fig. 2.9. Current In-Plane Spin-Valve: (a) Physical structure (b) Spin-
Circuit representation (c) Flattened circuit view showing individual mod-
ules of spin-circuits
It is experimentally (as well as theoretically) observed that the CIP geometry of
spin valves has a di↵erent functional form of angular magnetoresistance compared
to that of CPP [50]. We show that in the limit of high spacer resistances ( ⌘
Rint./Rsp. ⇡ 0), the circuit shown in Fig. (2.9) analytically reproduces the known
angular dependence of CIP spin valves. The idea of assuming high spacer resistances
is also physically justifiable, since the in the CIP geometry there must be significant
momentum relaxation of the electrons injected from the source or drain due to the
inhomogeneous structure of the device.
In order to solve this 4-component circuit problem analytically, we are going to
make some assumptions, even though the results that we arrive are independently
validated using numerical circuit solvers (HSPICE). A spin-circuit implementation in
HSPICE of the circuit shown in Fig. (2.9) is given in Appendix A.2.
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For simplicity, we assume that the resistance of the CIP spin-valve is dominated
by the spacer resistance and therefore the lead conductances (FM) can be ignored in
our discussion. That leaves a series connection between an FM NM conductance,
the spacer conductance (NM) and another FM NM conductance. Note that because
these are 4-component circuits and there are internal shunts and series in their im-
plementation (Fig. (2.9), we cannot simply treat them as series matrices and perform
additions as we did in the case of CPP spin-valve. In Appendix F, we outline how
two general 4⇥ 4 conductance elements (with an arbitrary internal structure) can be
combined analytically.
We use the prescription outlined in Appendix D (Equations (D.4 D.6) to combine
the first FM NM interface that points in the +z direction2 with a short, but resistive
NM region (assuming lNM ⌧ lsf in the NM region) ignoring any spin-relaxation in
the spacer. We finally attach the rotated FM NM matrix to overall conductance
and observe the limit where the spacer conductance g goes to zero, relative to the
interface conductances. Inspecting the first entry (c,c) of the combined matrix, we











(1  cos ✓) (2.17)
A result that is observed in experiments as well as theoretical models for spin valves
in the CIP geometry [50,51].
2.8.1 Angular Magnetoresistance of CIP
Using the analytical magnetoresistance equation we derived in Eq. (2.17), we can
express the angle dependent resistance of the spin-valve in terms of RP and RAP




(1  cos ✓) + RP
2
(1 + cos ✓) (2.18)
2Here, we ignore the FM leads and similarly assume that there are no spin potentials at the FM
side of the interfaces for simplicity (See Eq. (2.12)). Note that these assumptions are only made
to make the analytical calculations simpler and are not made in the numerical spin-circuit given in
Appendix C.
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which was exactly the form that was observed in several experimental studies (See [50]
and references therein). Using Eq. (2.18) and identifying RP and RAP as fitting
parameters, we demonstrate the spin-circuit result reproduces the experimentally
observed variation of resistance as a function of the relative angle between the mag-
netization directions.
Fig. 2.10. (a) Experimental MR of a CIP spin-valve with respect to (✓)
(b) Functional form of CIP-GMR using and RP = 4.66 ⌦, RAP = 4.78
⌦. Experimental data reprinted with permission from [51]: T Okuyama,
H Yamamoto, T Shinjo, “Magnetotransport phenomena of multilayered
films with two magnetic components”, Journal of Magnetism and Mag-
netic Materials, Volume 113, Issues 1 3, 2 July 1992, Pages 79 82, Copy-
right (1992) by Elsevier Limited.
It is important to note that simply adding a highly resistive spacer layer in the mid-
dle changes the functional form non-trivially between the CIP and CPP geometries,
and these subtle aspects are automatically captured within our formalism without
the need for any modification to the existing spin-circuit modules.
2.9 Summary of the Chapter
In this Chapter, we have introduced three transport modules that we have identi-
fied as “elemental building blocks” in our approach. We have shown that these mod-
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ules naturally capture many non-trivial transport properties of di↵erent spin-valves
that are not normally captured in standard, collinear theories of spin transport. Even
though spin-valves have been largely replaced by Magnetic Tunnel Junctions (MTJs
  the focus of the next chapter) and therefore may be sidelined as practically irrel-
evant, they are ideal devices to study the physics of spin-transport and to check the
scope of 2-current and 4-current methods we have discussed in this chapter. An espe-
cially surprising aspect we have seen is the emergence of an anisotropy in the charge
resistance of a spin-valve out of individual elements whose charge conductances are
completely isotropic. It is the “matrix” nature of the transport blocks we introduced
that allows this deep connection to the underlying physics.
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3. MAGNETIC TUNNEL JUNCTIONS USING
SPIN-CIRCUITS
Copyright 2014 IEEE. Part of this chapter appears in IEEE Electron De-
vices Meeting Technical Digest (IEDM) 2014, “Physics-Based Factoriza-
tion of Magnetic Tunnel Junctions for Modeling and Circuit Simulation”,
Kerem Yunus Camsari, Samiran Ganguly, Deepanjan Datta, Supriyo Datta
In this chapter we discuss Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ) devices, in the context
of the spin-circuit formalism we have introduced. Unlike the spin-valve devices we
analyzed in Chapter 1, MTJ-based devices are being extensively being researched
and developed by a large number of companies as a replacement to existing memory
devices. Magnetic Random Access Memory (MRAM) technology having MTJs at
its core, is being considered to be a “universal memory” device that can potentially
replace SRAM and DRAM technologies at the same time [52]. It is fairly clear at
this time that we will observe a surge of MTJ-based devices in a diverse array of real
world applications.
Before we get into the details of MTJ devices in the context of spin-circuits, let
us mention two key breakthroughs that led to the rise of the MTJ device.
3.1 Rise of MTJ: Two key discoveries
High Tunneling Magnetoresistance (TMR): Much like the history of MOS-
FETs versus BJTs in the context of silicon-based devices, magnetic tunnel junctions
(MTJ) were actually studied much before the discovery of the Giant Magnetoresis-
tance e↵ect in spin-valves. In 1975, French physicist Julliere measured the conduc-
tance of Fe Ge Co tunnel junctions as a function of relative magnetization orienta-
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tions, similar to spin-valves, in parallel (P) or anti-parallel (AP) configurations. He
observed a respectable 26% magnetoresistance in these devices. Remarkably, Julliere
also produced a formula for TMR in terms of polarization factors that is still rele-
vant for modern MTJ devices today 40 years later. Yet MTJs were sidelined when
the “giant” magnetoresistance (GMR) was discovered in 1988. MTJ captured the
world’s attention in 2004 when MgO-based oxide junctions (Fe MgO Fe) showed
up to 180% tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) in room temperature by Parkin and
others [53,54], following a first-principles analysis by Butler et al. [55] that predicted
that using MgO based tunnel junctions would increase TMR by orders of magnitude.
Today TMR values as high as 600% are reported in the literature for MgO-based
MTJ devices [56].
Discovery of Spin-Transfer-Torque (STT) e↵ect: Another key development
in the context of MTJs (as well as spin-valves) was the discovery of the spin-transfer-
torque e↵ect. This was another instance where theorists predicted the e↵ect before
it was experimentally demonstrated. In 1996, John Slonczewski of IBM and Luc
Berger of Carneige Mellon University who were both world’s leading theoreticians on
magnetics at the time, independently predicted that a spin-polarized current could
cause a magnetization reversal when this current is deposited on a magnet, provided
that the magnet is thin enough [57,58], which was subsequently confirmed by a series
of experiments on MTJs and spin-valves a few years later. [59, 3, 60].
In the rest of the chapter, we will present a detailed spin-circuit model of the MTJ,
incrementally including its rich features to our model, but before that it is worthwhile
to take a look at the MTJ using the 2-current model we introduced in Chapter 2.
3.2 TMR versus GMR
MTJ devices have a striking resemblance to the CPP type of spin-valves we dis-
cussed in Chapter 2 with one key di↵erence: The metallic spacer separating the
ferromagnetic layers are replaced by a thin oxide that results in a “tunneling” con-
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Fig. 3.1. Postulating that the series resistance of two resistors are given
by the multiplication of the two ( R12 = KR⇥ r instead of R12 = R+ r)
produces the correct TMR expression for MTJ devices [30].
ductance that is typically of the order of kilohms as opposed to spin-valves that are
of the order of a few ohms. If we wanted to draw a similar 2-current resistor model
for the MTJ it should look much like what we had for spin-valves as we discussed
earlier (Fig. (3.1)). Indeed, MTJs have been modeled by attaching two interface
conductances (of the type we discuss in this thesis) in series [61]. Taking a di↵erent
approach, if we postulate [30] that the series resistors on the same channel of the
circuit shown in Fig. (3.1) have a total resistance of K(R ⇥ r) (K is a normaliza-
tion factor) instead of the usual R + r series connection, remarkably, we obtain the
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correct TMR formula that was first obtained by Julliere for these types of devices 1.
















Similarly defining a polarization factor P ⌘ R  r
R + r




1  P 2 (3.3)
which is the formula Julliere reported in 1975. Note that Eq. (3.3) has an extra factor
of 2 when compared to Eq. (2.3). Intuitively, “multiplying” the resistances reflects
the fact that the transport is not in the “di↵fusive” regime as in spin-valves but rather
in the “tunneling” regime where adding two resistors of length (l1) with R = el1 and
(l2) with R = el2 in series amounts to multiplying their individual resistances:







In the next section, we will observe that this intuitive argument is much more
powerful than it seems, as it can be generalized to matrix conductances to obtain
many non-trivial features of MTJs.
3.3 Physics-Based Factorization of Magnetic Tunnel Junctions
A natural question that one could ask is whether the “multiplication” of ordinary
conductances to model MTJ devices work for the nanomagnet / spacer interface
conductance matrices we have defined in Chapter 1. After all, adding these FM NM
conductances led to a generalization of the GMR expression in spin-valves (reducing
to the collinear result in the appropriate limit). The answer to this question is positive
[22] (Fig. (3.2)) as we will now show.
1I acknowledge Professor Datta for showing me this example and for predicting the matrix general-
ization of this concept, as we discuss later in the Chapter.
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Fig. 3.2. Magnetic Tunnel Junction: Does the “multiplication” concept
of scalar resistances (conductances) in the context of TMR extend to the
general 4⇥4 FM NM interface conductances? (a) Spin-Circuit Modeling
of the MTJ device (b) MTJ physical structure.
In order to carry out this analysis, we proceed as we did in Chapter 2, by first
observing that in an ordinary MTJ device, the terminals are non-magnetic leads, with
no non-equilibrium spin accumulation or potentials. With this idea, we can express
the conductance matrix of the FM NM interfaces as a single unit, as we did earlier
in Eq. (2.12). Therefore, an FM NM interface in the +z direction (of magnetization)
can be written as:
G(+z)
| {z }
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Using the rotation prescription defined in Eq. (2.8), we can write down an FM NM
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Note that Eq. (3.6) reduces to Eq. (3.5) when ✓ = 0 as expected. Now we can simply






where we have defined a constant K, to make sure what we obtain has the units of
conductance and not conductance squared. We can guess that this normalization
factor will be
p
(G0)(G0) where G0 is the charge conductance of the interfaces, that
would make K = G0 for symmetric interfaces.
In order to check the angular dependence of the charge conductance, we simply
need to observe the (c, c) element of the resultant matrix. Before, we analyze the
other entries which we will get to, let us see the charge entry of the multiplication.
After straightforward algebra, the (c, c) element of Eq. (3.7) becomes:
GMTJ(1, 1) = 1 + P1P2 cos ✓ (3.8)
where P1 and P2 are the di↵erent interfacial polarizations. Remarkably, this is the
“angular conductance” observed in experiments (as we will show) and in theoretical
treatments of MTJs [62,63,64,65]. Let us check whether we recover Julliere’s formula
in the collinear limit of this expression.
3.3.1 Does Eq. (3.8) recover the collinear limit?
It is straightforward to see that the TMR calculated in the collinear limit of
Eq. (3.8) gives Julliere’s formula (Eq.(3.3)) if we assume symmetric junctions for
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(1 + P 2)  (1  P 2)
1  P 2 =
2P 2
1  P 2 (3.9)
which is the collinear limit we have shown in Eq. (3.3). Fig. (3.3) compares an experi-
mental measurement of the angular magnetoresistance for Magnetic Tunnel Junctions
that is well-described by Eq. (3.8). It seems remarkable that the multiplication of
Fig. 3.3. Experimental MR of an MTJ with respect to the relative angle
(✓) between magnets. (b) Functional form of TMR using P=0.1. Exper-
imental data reprinted with permission from [65]: H. Ja↵res, D. Lacour,
F. Nguyen Van Dau, J. Briatico, F. Petro↵, and A. Vaures, “Angular de-
pendence of the tunnel magnetoresistance in transition-metal-based junc-
tions”, Phys. Rev. B 64, 064427   Published 24 July 2001 Copyright
(2001) by the American Physical Society.
the two 4⇥ 4 conductances generalizes the charge conductance of the MTJ from the
collinear limit to the non-collinear limit, after all, it is even surprising that the concept
works in the charge (scalar) conductance case. Indeed, we could stop here and the
idea would still be useful, but it seems natural to ask whether the “spin-conductances”
of the MTJ are captured as well by the multiplied MTJ matrix. Before we get to
that, we discuss a key issue regarding the 4 ⇥ 4 nature of our result, in contrast to
the conductances that are seen in the literature for MTJs.
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3.3.2 MTJ: Charge-driven or spin-driven?
The straightforward matrix multiplication of Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.5) results in a
4 ⇥ 4 matrix, and so far we have only analyzed its first element, namely the charge
conductance. In this section, we inspect the first column of this total MTJ matrix,
which corresponds to the “charge-driven” currents flowing in the spacer. Fig. (3.4)
illustrates this idea. Note that the interface conductance matrices in our description
correspond to ultra-thin magnets therefore, we expect to obtain the “spacer” current
that is flowing in the MTJ in between the ferromagnets. In a real MTJ stack, the
basic FM / I / FM structure is followed by many other layers, but for our purposes
the interface conductances constitute the “active region” of the device and everything
else is a “series” correction. The additional layers randomize any type of foreign spin-
polarization in the stack, not allowing the MTJ to be driven by non-equilibrium spin
potentials.
Fig. 3.4. In a real MTJ – only the first column of the full MTJ matrix
is probed, because only a net charge potential can be applied across the
device.
There is however a new class of emerging experiments where the free layer of the
MTJ is driven by a non-equilibrium spin potentials of the type we are discussing
here [5, 66, 67], as illustrated in Fig. (3.4). In such a case, the “second” column of
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the matrix shown in Fig. (3.4) would be activated and would need to be properly
accounted for and understood. The actual functional form of the second column of
the MTJ matrix would need to be understood from first-principles theories as well
as experiments and a more direct approach than our phenomenological approach is
needed, such as the one we introduce in Chapter 4.
Fig. 3.5. An emerging class of experiments where MTJ is driven by a
non-equilibrium spin potential due to the Giant Spin Hall E↵ect (GSHE).
In Chapter 4 we are going to revisit the “spin-driven MTJ” as a motivation for
providing a first-principles prescription of 4 ⇥ 4 conductances and in Chapter 6 we
are going to analyze functional devices inspired by the experiment shown in Fig. (3.5)
after introducing a spin-circuit description of the Giant-Spin Hall E↵ect (GSHE) that
is based on a completely di↵erent theoretical approach. This will reiterate one of the
key advantages of our approach: Its ability to seamlessly combine spin-circuits that
are based on widely di↵erent theoretical methods.
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3.3.3 MTJ: General Conductance Matrix Description
One key point that we need to address before carrying out the multiplication is
the order of multiplication, as we are dealing with matrices and not pure scalars. In
Chapter 4 (and Appendix D), we will show that in addition to the 4-component circuit
description we have been talking about so far, any 2-Terminal spin-conductor in the



















where Ij (Vj) are all 4⇥1 vectors that specify currents (voltages) at a given terminal,
specified by 1 and 2 in this case. These voltage and current vectors are related by
4⇥ 4 conductance matrices that can uniquely define a 4-component circuit structure,
as we will see in Chapter 4 (also discussed in Appendix D).
Since we have defined our MTJ in terms of two consecutive nanomagnet-metal
interfaces, we will assume that the spin and charge currents at terminal 1 and 2, are
conserved, in other words, I1 + I2 = 0. This is a common assumption [63, 62] that
is justified by considering that the tunneling oxide in MTJs does not cause any spin
scattering since it is extremely thin and it is a non-magnetic material. In terms of
our conductance matrix, this means that the independent variables are reduced, since




















It is now apparent that for a full description we need two “transmission” conduc-
tances (G12 and G21) to describe the MTJ.
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3.3.4 Non-reciprocity of MTJ
For ordinary charge conductors, after invoking “charge conservation” we could
argue that any 2-Terminal device has to have reciprocal conductances [68] so that
(G12 = G21) and we would reduce the number of independent variables in Eq. (3.11)
even further to a single number, which is why ordinarily we do not talk about a con-
ductance matrix for a 2-Terminal charge-based device, we simply specify a “conduc-
tance”. Note that neither (1) conservation of currents nor (2) reciprocity of conduc-
tances are automatically satisfied when we generalize the transport theory to include
spin, therefore in general we must always start from Eq. (3.11). In the case of MTJ,
even though we could invoke charge and spin current conservation between the termi-
nals, the condition of reciprocity is not met. If we postulate that the conductance G12
is simply given by GFM1⇥GFM2 and G21 is given by the reverse order GFM2⇥GFM1
we would have a natural way of accounting for the non-reciprocity. Once we carry out
this calculation, we indeed observe that the MTJ is a non-reciprocal spin-conductor,
which has direct consequences in its low and high bias behavior, as we explain in the
next sections.
3.3.5 MTJ: Spin-Conductances
We are now at a position to compare the spin-conductances (the first column)
that are known in the literature with the one we obtain by multiplying Eq. (3.6) and
Eq. (3.5). Defining the top magnet (as free layer) with label 2, after straightforward
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where we have written the first column of G21 in the charge (c) , z spin , x spin and
y spin basis that we have defined the conductance matrices. In the literature, the
linear response MTJ conductances are defined in a di↵erent basis that are specified
by the magnetization directions of the free layer and fixed layer magnets, as well as
their cross product, m̂, M̂ , m̂⇥M . In order to compare our result with the literature,
we rewrite Eq. (3.12) in this basis by defining:
~G = GMM̂ +Gmm̂+Gm⇥M m̂⇥ M̂ (3.13)
where we have defined ~G as the first column of the matrix of Eq. (3.12). Without
loss of generality we can assume the hard magnet points along M̂ = +z direction.
We assume that the free layer lies in the (z,x) plane2 such that m̂ = cos ✓ẑ + sin ✓x̂.
Substitution of these definitions for m̂ and M̂ in Eq. (3.13) we can identify the spin-





Gm⇥M = (b)G0P2 (3.14)
If we assume (a = 1) in Eq. (3.12). This assumption (Gmix = Gcharge = G0) is
sometimes called the “ballistic” limit of the interface conductance and in our case
a reasonable assumption since we are matching the linear-response of MTJ conduc-
tances with coherent theories such as NEGF and Scattering Theory. In general,
however, we will keep the parameter a as a fitting parameter when we try to explain
real experiments with our model.
2During switching, the free layer magnet can be anywhere in the unit sphere, then assuming that
it will always be in the (z,x) plane may be restrictive. However, it is observed that all the known
spin-conductances for the MTJ either shows a cos(✓) or sin ✓ dependence (implying only a relative
sin ✓ dependence is at work) so our assumption seems to work [62]. I am grateful to Dr. Behin-Aein
for pointing out this issue.
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If we carry out the same multiplication for the G
12
following exactly the same




For the “in-plane” components (Gm and GM) the matrix multiplication com-
mute, but we see that the “out-of-plane” conductance has a minus sign compared to
Eq. (3.14) . As we will see below this non-commutative behavior of the out-of-plane
spin-conductance has a direct e↵ect in the high-bias response of the MTJ, which
has been observed experimentally. The current in the spacer then becomes (From
Eq. (3.11)):
I1 = I2 = I = G12V2  G21V1 (3.15)
From here, we observe that the in-plane currents can be written as (assuming V1 and
V2 as terminal charge voltages):
IM = G0P1 V
Im = G0P2 V (3.16)
while for the out-of-plane currents, using the we have:
[I]M⇥m = G0P1(b)V1 +G0P2(b)V2 (3.17)
We have made an important distinction between out-of-plane currents and in-plane
currents: In-plane currents behave like ordinary charge currents that depend on the
potential di↵erence at the terminals, whereas out-of-plane currents seem to have a
Af1 + Bf2 type of character, implying currents in “equilibrium”. This form of the
out-of-plane currents have also been predicted from Scattering Theory based attempts
to model the MTJ [63]. The “field-like” character of these equilibrium currents also
suggest that they might be responsible for the exchange coupling between the magnets
even when the device is in electrical equilibrium.
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In addition to the theoretical models in the literature that arrive at the same
spin / charge conductances we have presented for the MTJ ( [62, 63, 64]) we show
experimental evidence of the angular behavior of these conductances by comparing
their measurement in Fig. (3.6).
Fig. 3.6. Experimental angular dependence of zero-bias torkances show-
ing sin (✓) dependence is reproduced by P= 0.659 obtained from reported
TMR=154% and RAP= 8 k⌦ with a=1 and b=15% (for field-like torque
15% of in- plane torque), assuming they are both voltage independent. Ex-
perimental data reprinted by permission from [69] Macmillan Publishers
Ltd: [Nature Physics], Jack C. Sankey, Yong-Tao Cui, Jonathan Z. Sun,
John C. Slonczewski, Robert A. Buhrman et al., “Measurement of the
spin-transfer-torque vector in magnetic tunnel junctions”, Nature Physics
4, 67-71 (2008), copyright (2008).
3.4 High-Bias Regime of MTJ
So far we have only specified the spin-conductances of the MTJ in the linear-
response regime. However, these conductances exhibit highly non-linear behavior in
experiments in the high-bias regime. The voltage-independent matrix multiplication
technique we described will not automatically account for such a non-linearity in
these conductances. The usual method of explaining the “high-bias” behavior of the
MTJ is to start from a first-principles theory such as Scattering Theory or the NEGF
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method. Even though it was not the first, a model that was proposed by D. Datta et
al. in [64] provided a very clear understanding of the origin of non-linearity in MTJs.
This work led to a quantitative understanding that suggested that much of the non-
linear behavior of spin-conductances in MTJs was due to the voltage-dependence of
the interface “polarization” coe cients that we have used in G21 and G12 matrices.
Fig. (3.7) shows a phenomenological view of the interface polarizations, corre-
sponding to the fixed layer and the free layer. The basic idea behind such a trend
of polarizations is that when a bias voltage (qVb) of the order of the exchange split-
ting ( FM ⇡ 1eV ) of the magnet is applied, the polarization factor of the interface
reduces, since at higher energies ( qVb >  FM) both minority and majority spins are
injected from the magnet. The reverse polarization trend in Fig. (3.7) simply reflects
that fact that the bands move in equal but opposite directions (V1 = +qVb/2 and
V2 =  qVb/2) for an electrostatically symmetric device.
Fig. 3.7. The voltage dependent features of the MTJ devices are ap-
proximated by turning the energy dependent polarizations into voltage
dependent polarizations, P (E)!P(V) similar to the treatment described
in [70].
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Note that this view of the Polarization as a function of voltage is purely phe-
nomenological in our description and it could also be imagined to be a fitting pa-
rameter to explain the high-bias dependence of charge and spin conductances. We
will gain further insight to the physical accuracy and content of this phenomenology
when we “fix” the polarization trends for a given bias dependent charge conduc-
tance and use the same polarization functions to explain the bias dependence of the
spin-conductances.
3.4.1 Experiments vs Theory
Experimentally obtained low-bias TMR fixes the zero-point crossing in Fig. (3.7).
The decreasing trend of the voltage dependent polarization factors can then be used
as fitting curves to produce a bias-dependent resistance. In Fig. (3.8) we reproduce
an experimentally determined MTJ resistance at di↵erent ✓ angles between the free
layer and the fixed layer, as a function of voltage.
We observe that there is a discrepancy for the bias dependence of low-angle con-
figurations (C,D points in Fig. (3.8)). The discrepancy could be due to a number of
reasons, (1) The fitting that is done in our polarization may not be optimal, and (2)
our principal assumption that the only voltage-dependent coe cients in the charge
conductance (G = G0(1 + P1(V )P2(V )) cos ✓) are the polarization factors, could be
incorrect, since in general G0 can carry a voltage dependency as well.
Fixing the voltage dependent polarization factors by bias-dependence of TMR, we
now turn our attention to the in-plane and out-of-plane spin-conductances. Fig. (3.9)
shows the bias-dependence of one of the in-plane currents, Im = (a)G0P1(V ), the
in-plane spin-current in the direction of the free layer which depends on the interface
polarization of the fixed layer (P1(V )).
Next in Fig. (3.10), using the same voltage dependent polarization factors that
are obtained from the charge resistance data of the same experiment [71] we observe
the out-of-plane current that shows a quadratic behavior. Note that this “quadratic”
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Fig. 3.8. Experimental voltage dependence of charge conductance of
the MTJ is reproduced for di↵erent free/fixed layer configurations by
these voltage dependent polarizations, where R 1MTJ = GMTJ0(1 +
P1(V )P2(V ) cos ✓), where P1(V=0)=P2(V=0)=0.659 obtained from low-
field TMR=154%. Note that the voltage dependent polarizations are
equal to 0.659 at V=0. (A,B,C,D points represent decreasing angle be-
tween the magnetization directions from anti-parallel to paralell configu-
rations) (b) The conductance, GMTJ0 = (169⌦) 1 is obtained from the ex-
perimental RAP=294⌦ and assumed to be voltage independent, possibly
the reason for the apparent discrepancy between theory and experiment.
Experimental data reprinted by permission from [71] Macmillan Publish-
ers Ltd: [Nature Physics] (H. Kubota, A. Fukushima, K. Yakushiji, T.
Nagahama, S. Yuasa, K. Ando, H. Maehara, Y. Nagamine, K. Tsunekawa,
D. D. Djayaprawira, N. Watanabe and Y. Suzuki, “Quantitative measure-
ment of voltage dependence of spin-transfer torque in MgO-based mag-
netic tunnel junctions”, Nature Physics 4, 37 (2007)), copyright (2007).
bias dependence can be traced back to the non-reciprocity of the spin-conductance
we obtained in the linear response regime: The out-of-plane spin-conductance picked
up a minus sign in the reverse multiplication, that implied Eq. (3.17). We simply plot
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Fig. 3.9. Using exactly the same voltage dependent polarization factors for
the two interfaces described in (Fig. 3.7), the unified model reproduces the
in-plane spin-torque incident to the free layer (FM2). For this experiment,
the in-plane spin conductance is assumed to be a=0.33 (compared to a=1
in the ballistic limit) and voltage independent andGMTJ0 = (169⌦) 1. Ex-
perimental data reprinted by permission from [71] Macmillan Publishers
Ltd: [Nature Physics] (H. Kubota, A. Fukushima, K. Yakushiji, T. Naga-
hama, S. Yuasa, K. Ando, H. Maehara, Y. Nagamine, K. Tsunekawa, D. D.
Djayaprawira, N. Watanabe and Y. Suzuki, “Quantitative measurement of
voltage dependence of spin-transfer torque in MgO-based magnetic tunnel
junctions”, Nature Physics 4, 37 (2007)).
this function adding the voltage dependent polarization factors to obtain Fig. (3.10)
that seems to match the experimental currents very well.
3.5 Summary of Chapter
In this Chapter, we described a bias-dependent transport model for a standard
MTJ device, using the same spin-circuit framework that we introduce in this thesis.
By using a phenomenological argument, we postulated that the charge conductance
of a tunnel junction should be proportional to the multiplication of individual in-
terface conductances. We later extended this idea to a matrix multiplication that
accurately predicted many non-trivial features of an MTJ in the linear response. We
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Fig. 3.10. The form of the out-of-plane spin torque is obtained from
I2 = (G12V2   G21V1), where V2 = +V/2 and V1 =  V/2, and the non-
reciprocity between G12 and G21 leads to the quadratic bias dependence of
the out-of-plane spin current (See text) (b) Using the same polarization
factors for the two interfaces, and GMTJ0 = (169⌦) 1, and the out-of-
plane spin- mixing conductance ‘b’ is assumed to be 8%, proposed model
quantitatively reproduces the experimentally measured out-of- plane spin
torque [71]. Experimental data reprinted by permission from [71] Macmil-
lan Publishers Ltd: [Nature Physics] (H. Kubota, A. Fukushima, K.
Yakushiji, T. Nagahama, S. Yuasa, K. Ando, H. Maehara, Y. Nagamine,
K. Tsunekawa, D. D. Djayaprawira, N. Watanabe and Y. Suzuki, “Quanti-
tative measurement of voltage dependence of spin-transfer torque in MgO-
based magnetic tunnel junctions”, Nature Physics 4, 37 (2007)), copyright
(2007).
extended our model to include voltage-dependent conductances by making a separate,
additional phenomenological argument in terms of polarization factors. Overall, the
model we have presented here reproduced experimentally observed MTJ features to a
good degree within reasonable assumptions. Furthermore, the 4⇥4 matrix generaliza-
tion of MTJ conductances we have introduced in this chapter could be an important
conceptual tool as experiments that drive MTJs with spin-potentials [5,66,67] as we
discussed in Section (3.3.2).
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4. SPIN-CIRCUITS FOR COHERENT TRANSPORT
4.1 Motivation
In Section 3.3.2 of the previous chapter, we mentioned an emerging class of experi-
ments that are used to drive devices with non-equilibrium spin-potentials, as opposed
to the usual way of driving them with charge-potentials. We discussed the idea that
this necessitates a generalization of ordinary conductances to 4⇥ 4 matrices to relate
4 ⇥ 1 current vectors to 4 ⇥ 1 voltage vectors. In this Chapter we approach this
question theoretically from microscopic theories such as Scattering Theory and Non-
Equilibrium Green’s Function (NEGF) method. We motivate the problem by using
the spin-driven MTJ as an example (Fig. (4.1)) however, the results we obtain are
applicable for a wide variety of devices that are well-described by a coherent quantum
transport theory.
Obtaining a consistent method of obtaining conductance matrices of coherent
devices enables the Modular Approach we are describing in this thesis to be able to
combine circuits that are coming from a diverse theoretical background. This is one
of the key advantages of our approach and is the main motivation of obtaining such
conductance matrices from NEGF.
4.2 Organization
Starting from the next section, we present a detailed theoretical approach and
try to obtain 4 ⇥ 4 conductances in the spirit of Landauer-Büttiker formalism of
mesoscopic transport that are applicable for a wide variety of devices. We will also
describe general sum rules that must be obeyed by these conductances and make
appropriate simplifications of them when they are necessary. We will conclude the
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Fig. 4.1. (a) An emerging type of experiment where spin-currents drive
a Magnetic Tunnel Junction (b) Equivalent representation of the GSHE
as a spin-source that drives the MTJ. (c) Abstract representation of the
problem: Is a Landauer-Büttiker formulation of spin and charge currents
possible for an arbitrary coherent multi-terminal conductor?
chapter with a concrete application of the NEGF-based approach we developed in the
context of high spin-orbit coupling materials.
4.3 Theoretical Approach
The Landauer-Büttiker equation [72] relates the terminal currents Im to the ter-















These equations have been widely used to describe phase-coherent and elastic trans-
port in conductors and in view of recent developments in the field of spintron-
ics [73, 67, 74], it is natural to ask whether Eq. (4.1) can be extended to describe























Fig. 4.2. Schematic of a multi-terminal conductor described by an ar-
bitrary Hamiltonian that could include spin-orbit coupling and/or time-
reversal asymmetry. Each terminal is a Normal Metal (NM) channel that
allows proper definitions of both charge and spin potentials and currents,
described by a four-component quantity. The (4 ⇥ 1) terminal current is
related to the (4 ⇥ 1) occupation function by a (4 ⇥ 4) terminal conduc-
tance matrix, Eq. (4.2), and to the (4⇥ 1) spin-transfer-torque current by
the spin-transfer-torque conductance matrix, as shown in Eq. (4.3).
This can be done by defining (4 ⇥ 1) currents eIm, Fermi functions fm(E) and
potentials µm, each having one charge component and three spin components which
are related by 4 ⇥ 4 conductance matrices eGmn leading to Landauer-Büttiker style














In addition to the “terminal” conductance matrix defined by Eq. (4.2), we also
need “spin-transfer-torque” conductances that relate the terminal potentials to the










Typically these could be the di↵erence between interface and terminal currents (Fig. (4.2),
I intm and Im respectively) representing the spin current absorbed by the FM. This spin-
torque current is required as the input to a separate Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG)
equation.
Before we proceed, we describe the reasoning behind why we have to have exactly
4⇥4 conductances and 4⇥1 vectors in Eq. (4.2) to describe spin and charge transport.
4.4 Anatomy of Formalism: 2⇥ 2 Hermitian matrix to 4⇥ 1 real vector
The first point to be explained is how we define the occupation functions and
currents, as 4⇥ 1 vectors. When only electron charge is involved, the Fermi function
specifies the probability of an electron being present at a given energy. When the
spin degree of freedom is introduced however, the electron density becomes a 2 ⇥ 2




nc + nz nx   i ny
nx + i ny nc   nz
3
5 (4.4)
At a given point in space, the electron density matrix can then be divided by the local
density of states (DOS) to define a 2⇥2 occupation probability, revealing occupation
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In our formulation, we prefer a change of “bookkeeping” where the 2⇥ 2 Hermitian
occupation matrix becomes a 4⇥ 1 vector, at a given point:
2
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fc + fz fx   i fy
























As we can see, there is no loss of information. We believe that such a change is
not merely a preference of notation, but a simplification of the overall formulation
where a 4 ⇥ 1 vector representation of currents and voltages easily lends itself to a
circuit description with 4-component nodes. In this representation, the conductances
for a given energy become 4⇥ 4 matrices (between any two terminals) relating 4⇥ 1
currents to 4⇥ 1 Fermi functions.
4.5 Scattering Theory-Based Description
In this section, we show the generalized formulation from Scattering Theory. In
Scattering Theory, it is common to describe the multi-terminal coherent conductor
by a scattering matrix (S-Matrix) that relates outgoing wave amplitudes to incoming
wave amplitudes [68] as shown in Figure (4.3). For charge currents, the entries of
the S-matrix are complex numbers, and actual transmission or reflection probabilities
are found by taking the squared magnitude of these complex numbers. When spin
is introduced, the entries of the S-matrix become 2 ⇥ 2 matrices, rather than pure
numbers. For a simple 2-Terminal channel with one conducting mode at a given






































































In our subsequent notation, the individual elements of the S-matrix, s
ij
are defined
Fig. 4.3. Modeling spin and charge transport by the S-Matrix method
to be the 2⇥ 2 sub-matrices shown in Equation (4.7). In Appendix B, starting from

































where M(E) is the number of modes at the chosen energy, ↵ and   are the spin
and charge indices (x,y,z or c) while i and j are the contact indices,  ↵,  are Pauli
spin matrices when a spin index is chosen, or the identity matrix when the charge




In this section we present 4 ⇥ 4 conductance matrices, relating the spin-currents
at each terminal (represented by 4 ⇥ 1 vectors) to occupation probabilities at each
terminal (represented by 4⇥1 vectors), starting from the NEGF formalism [30,68,76].
NEGF method and its basic equations are shown in Figure (4.4), where H denotes
the isolated channel Hamiltonian and ⌃L,R are self-energy matrices representing the
contacts connected to the device. Broadly, H and ⌃L,R are the main inputs to the
NEGF and once they are known any quantity of interest can be computed in terms
of the Green’s function of the device, GR.
Fig. 4.4. Modeling spin and charge transport by Non-Equilibrium Green’s
Function (NEGF) method.
Starting from the basic NEGF formulation in the elastic, coherent transport
regime, and leaving the detailed derivations of the stated results to the Appendix B,
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and GR(A) is the retarded (advanced) Green’s function matrix, ⌃i,  i are self-energy
and broadening matrices due to the contacts, S↵,  are the “expanded” Pauli spin
matrices, S↵ = IN⇥N ⌦  ↵, N being the size of the device Hamiltonian, while  ↵ is
the 2⇥ 2 Pauli spin matrix, for spin indices and identity matrix for charge index.
Equation (4.11) is a key result of this thesis, where the shown 4⇥ 4 conductance
matrices are expressed in terms of basic NEGF matrices, general for any spin Hamil-
tonian, including impurities, electric fields, magnetic fields. These expressions are
valid in 1D, 2D or 3D geometries, without requiring any modification once the NEGF
matrices are specified.
4.7 Sum Rules and Reciprocity Relations For Terminal Conductances
4.7.1 Current Conservation: KCL
We start with the explicit current - occupation relation for a multi-terminal con-
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N being the number of terminals, every entry in Equation (4.12) is an N ⇥N matrix.
The sub-matrix Gcc is equivalent to conductance matrix in the Landauer-Büttiker
formalism for charge currents.
In Appendix C, starting from our main result of Eq. (4.11), we analytically show











[Gcs]ij = 0 (4.14)
s, signifying spin indices x,y or z. Even though we prove these sum rules rigorously,
directly from Equation (4.11),we can physically justify them from Kirchho↵’s Cur-
rent Law that any charge current flowing in the entire structure, regardless of how
it is generated (by a spin voltage through Gcs or by a charge voltage through Gcc)
has to add up to zero. This universal sum-rule provides important physical guide-
lines for writing down conductances for multi-terminal conductors. One example is
the recently emerging spin-orbit phenomena where spin-voltages can generate charge
currents. Note that the charge-conservation we are showing here isn’t restricted to
coherent transport or linear bias, and must hold for in any transport regime.
4.7.2 Reciprocity
Micro-reversibility relations impose further restrictions for the conductance matrix
result that is shown in Equation (4.11):
[Gij(+B,+M)]
↵  = [Gji( B, M)] ↵( 1)n↵+n  (4.15)
where B and M represent the external magnetic fields or magnetic moments due to
internal magnets inside the structure. The additional exponents n↵, n  are 1 if a spin
index is chosen and 0 if a charge index is chosen. This exponent introduces a minus
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sign if a single spin index is swapped and introduces another minus sign (keeping the
original sign) if two spin indices are swapped.
The physical reason we need to change sign when spin indices are swapped under
time reversal in addition to the usual reversibility of contacts that is seen in the charge-
based reciprocity relations can be understood simply by considering the following:
Reversing time reverses the spin of electrons, since every electron can be modeled as
an elementary magnet [30], having an elementary magnetic moment µB due to the
intrinsic angular momentum. The reciprocity relation in Equation (4.15) has been
obtained starting from scattering theory in [77]. In our case, Equation (4.15) has been
numerically tested to hold for a large number of random spin Hamiltonians within
the NEGF framework.
It is important to note that Eq. (4.15) does not necessarily promise reciprocity
relations between, say G12 and G21 for a given structure (both conductances being
4 ⇥ 4 matrices), when magnetic fields (or magnets) are involved; due to the mag-
netization reversal requirement in Eq. (4.15). One important consequence of this is
the possibility of non-reciprocal circuits even for 2-Terminal structures, which is not
observed for purely charge-based devices even in the presence of magnetic fields, due
to the sum rules we reviewed earlier. For a detailed discussion of this point, see [68].
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4.7.3 Equilibrium
Combining the reciprocity relation defined by Equation (4.15) and the sum rule
obtained for KCL, it is possible to deduce another sum rule that has consequences
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[Gsc]ij = 0 (4.18)
The first sum rule is familiar from the original Landauer-Büttiker formulation: The
rows of the N ⇥N sub-matrix Gcc is zero, requiring all currents at all terminals to be
zero under equilibrium conditions.1 The second sum rule however is not self-evident,
but the physical consequence is clear: Under equilibrium conditions there can be
no terminal spin currents at any terminal. This statement has been debated in the
literature, in the context of spin-orbit coupling e↵ects (See for example: [78] and ref-
erences therein) with the conclusion that when contacts are non-metallic, equilibrium
spin-currents were prohibited in the presence or absence of spin-orbit coupling. Here,
we verify this finding and add that having magnetic fields or magnets in the structure
does not change the conclusion.
1Equilibrium in this context requires all spin accumulations to be zero at all contacts because the
contacts are all non-magnetic and they cannot inject spin-currents by themselves. For this reason,




In Appendix C, we prove this sum rule analytically, but one way of physically
justifying it is as follows. Suppose we define the magnetic fields in an arbitrary
structure to be in the +B direction, we first invoke the KCL relation for the structure
whose magnetic fields are reversed to the  B direction, and then use the reciprocity


















[Gsc]ij = 0 (4.20)
4.8 Landauer-Büttiker Formula for Internal Currents
Up until now, we have been concerned with terminal currents expressed in terms
of terminal occupation (Fermi) functions. We have provided a generalized formula
relating terminal current vectors to terminal fermi vectors starting from NEGF and
scattering theory. For practical spin-devices, however, a terminal description of all
currents is not enough. As we discussed in the introduction, spin-transfer-torque ef-
fect where a spin-polarized current reverses a thin ferromagnet by depositing angular
momentum onto it, is a local e↵ect: The angular momentum transfer from the flowing
electrons to the magnet occurs right at the interface. It is common to assume (See
for example: [64]) the entire transverse component ( the components that are not in
the direction of the magnet) of the incident spin vector is deposited onto the magnet.
The deposited spin-current acts as a torque to the thin magnet whose dynamics is
then modeled by the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation. Therefore, for a comprehen-
sive magnetization dynamics (LLG) and transport characterization of spin-devices,
currents at the magnet/channel interfaces must be specified as well, as illustrated in
Figure (4.5).
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Fig. 4.5. 2-terminal MTJ-like device. In addition to the terminal currents
specified by the terminal conductances, internal currents at the interface
of ferromagnetic regions are needed to compute the spin-transfer-torque
currents in a device. The interface currents are obtained by retracing the
coherent evolution of spin currents through the magnetic regions in our
model. Non-magnetic (NM) leads do not a↵ect the spin-currents.
The spin-currents that are collected at the terminals in our model, go through
a coherent precession2 upon entering and leaving the magnetic region, owing to the
large e↵ective magnetic field (approximately Heff = 1 T for  FM =1 eV of splitting)
caused by the exchange splitting of the magnetic bands. Therefore, once the terminal
currents are known from Equation (4.11) the interface currents can be obtained by
“retracing” the precession they go through. This can be done by modifying Equation




























where the only modification to Equation (4.11) is the term H iFM which is the magnet
Hamiltonian, indexed with superscript i. Mathematically, the magnet Hamiltonian






where IFMN⇥N is simply the identity matrix in real space for the magnetic region, and
zero otherwise, and hFMNM⇥NM is the Hamiltonian of the isolated magnetic region
composed of NM points. Figure (4.6) illustrates the modification term for a 1-D
geometry:
2The collinear component does not go through any precession but it is left unchanged in any case.
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Fig. 4.6. Pictorial representation of the ‘left’ and ‘right’ FM - Hamiltoni-
ans used in the description interfacial (spin-torque) currents
Note that even though the conductances are moved from terminals to interfaces,













where Gint is defined in Eq. (4.21). Eq. (4.21-4.22) are key results of this thesis and at
this time, we are unaware of a Landauer-Büttiker type treatment of interface currents
in the literature. In the next three sections, we investigate the three properties a) KCL
b) Reciprocity and c) Equilibrium currents in the context of interface conductances,
as we have done for terminal conductances in the previous section.
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4.9 Current Conservation: KCL
We can construct a matrix equation similar to Eq. 4.12) for interface currents to

































































z Gint cz Gint zx Gint zx Gint zy
x Gint cx Gint xz Gint xx Gint xy








































We show in Appendix C that the rows of the sub-matrix Gint cc and Gint cs still
add up to zero, which can be understood from Kirchho↵’s current law; since charge
currents are conserved everywhere inside the conductor, including the interfaces. Note
that the same argument does not apply to spin-currents since they can rotate and
change therefore “leak” inside the device.


















where s represent spin indices x, y and z.
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4.10 Reciprocity
An important point to note is that interface conductances do not have reciprocity
relations between them. The reason is due to our definition of interface currents in


















Hence, there is no reciprocity between, for instance Gint12 and G
int
21 . This is conse-
quential in terms of equilibrium spin currents at the interfaces, an issue we discuss in
the next section.
4.11 Equilibrium
In the case of terminal conductances, we first mathematically proved that under
equilibrium conditions spin currents must be zero at all terminals, expressing this
statement as a rum rule, then we justified this sum rule as a consequence of the
earlier sum rule due to KCL (Equation (4.14)) and the reciprocity relation (Equation
(4.15)). Here, we mathematically observe that (Appendix C) there is no equilibrium
requirement for spin-currents at the interfaces, meaning there can be spin currents
flowing through the interfaces in equilibrium, clearly due to a lack of a reciprocity
relation between the interface conductances.
This result has a practical consequence, because if spin-currents flow through the
channel/magnet interfaces in equilibrium, they may exert an equilibrium spin-torque
to these magnets that can perhaps be used creatively to “bias” the magnets for spin-
torque applications to ease their reversal.
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4.12 Summary of main results and sum rules
In this section we summarize the sum rules and reciprocity relations we have
discussed for both terminal and interface conductances we have described for our
framework, in Table (4.1).
Table 4.1.
Summary of Conductance Rules for Generalized Conductances: Terminal
and Interface


















































ij = 0 N/A
Non-Equilibrium Currents N/A N/A N/A N/A
4.13 Numerical Example: Wigner-Dyson Classes of Random Hamiltoni-
ans
The conductance rules that we have outlined in Table (4.1)) can be tested nu-
merically for random Hamiltonians using the NEGF-framework. In the following
numerical we assumed a 1D-geometry and ballistic contacts with random Hamilto-
nians. Random Matrix Theory classifies three separate symmetry classes of one-
particle Hamiltonians at a given energy . These are also known as the Wigner-Dyson
classes [79].
4.13.1 Class I: NM
The first class of Hamiltonians are those with time-reversal and rotational invari-
ance symmetries. Physically, they represent completely non-magnetic but otherwise
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arbitrary structures, where all spin and charge conductances are equal. Figure (4.7)
shows the normalized3 conductances for a 2-Terminal structure.
Fig. 4.7. Illustrating conductance matrix for a 2-T device with random
Class-I Hamiltonian. All conductances are normalized to charge element,
(1,1).
We observe that the sum rules outlined in Table (4.1) trivially hold for this example
where all spin conductances identically extend from the charge element.
4.13.2 Class II
The second type of Wigner-Dyson Hamiltonians is classified with time-reversal
symmetry but without rotational invariance. Physical examples corresponding to
this class is materials exhibiting spin-orbit coupling without any magnetic fields or
magnets.
We observe from Figure (4.8) that the columns of Gcs add up to zero and the rows
of Gsc add up to zero. Moreover, because there are no magnetic fields or magnets, the
reciprocity relation holds for the given structure making Gcs = [Gsc]T , T representing
the transpose of a matrix.
3All conductances are normalized with respect to (1,1) element of the matrix, the charge conduc-
tance.
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Fig. 4.8. Illustrating conductance matrix for a 2-T device with random
Class-II Hamiltonian. All conductances are normalized to charge element,
(1,1).
4.13.3 Class III
The third class of Hamiltonians is without time-reversal or rotational symmetry;
breaking the reciprocity between Gcs and Gsc for the given conductance matrix. We
Fig. 4.9. Illustrating conductance matrix for a 2-T device with random
Class-III Hamiltonian. All conductances are normalized to charge ele-
ment, (1,1).
observe that the columns of Gcs and rows of Gsc add to zero, while they are not
transposes of each other, as expected.
4.14 Circuit Description of Conductance Matrices
Starting from the 4 ⇥ 4 conductances shown in Equation (4.11) we define a 4-
component circuit (Figure (4.10)) that relates the terminal currents to terminal oc-
cupation functions at a given energy. The circuit elements all being 4 ⇥ 4 matrices,
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Fig. 4.10. Circuit Representation of a 2-Terminal Spin Device showing
4 ⇥ 4 circuit elements. Every node in the circuit consists of 4-signals:
x,y,z for spin and c for charge.
are uniquely defined by the conductance matrices:
gs1 ⌘ G11 +G21 gs2 ⌘ G22 +G12






The first interesting thing to note about this circuit is the shunt-conductances, gs1
and gs2. These conductances would not exist for a purely charge-based device, since
charge currents would not leak and what comes from the left contact would always be
collected from what goes out from the right. Therefore, the (1,1) elements of both of
these conductances are zero. For spin currents however, magnetic interactions such
as spin-orbit coupling, magnetic fields or magnetic impurities alter the incoming and
outgoing spin-currents. An x-polarized spin for instance, could go out as a z-polarized
spin on the other end, due to spin-orbit interaction4, requiring these shunt elements
to account for the leaks. Note that once the shunt conductances are in place, all
currents are accounted for, and usual circuit rules such as KCL and KVL fully apply
mechanically.
4Incidentally, this was the basic idea behind the celebrated “Datta-Das” transistor [80].
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The second important detail in Figure (4.10) is the voltage controlled voltage
sources (VCVS) in the middle of the circuit. These 4⇥4 voltage sources whose charge
entries (1,1) are also zero, are required to account for the non-reciprocal nature of
the spin-currents. We see from Equation (4.26) that having a reciprocal channel
G12 = G21 removes the dependent sources. Physically, having asymmetric devices for
spin-currents, for instance a +z (FM) / OX / +x (FM) structure breaks the reciprocity
and we must include the dependent voltage sources in the circuit description.
A side note on linear response
The circuit descriptions we have discussed are always for a given energy, hence
we have avoided using the word “spin voltages” and kept the discussion at the Fermi
function level. It must be noted however, that for practical implementations of our
formalism, involving a circuit simulator like SPICE, a true “voltage” at a given node
may be required. This can be achieved by linearizing the Landauer-Büttiker expres-
sions we have shown as long as the device operates in the linear response regime. For
highly non-linear I-V characteristics, however, such as those for a typical MTJ, the
full energy by energy implementation of our formalism may be unavoidable.
4.15 Application of Landauer-Büttiker Formula for Spin Currents: Rashba
Spin-Orbit Coupling (RSO)
This chapter has been a rather lengthy and theoretical presentation of the 4-
current formalism in the context of coherent transport. In this section, we are going
to show concrete a concrete application of Eq. (4.11) for a practical class of materials
where coherent spin-transport is the appropriate model of choice. Specifically, we
will be focusing on Rashba spin-orbit coupling [25] seen in 2-D III-V semiconductor
systems although our approach is quite general and can be extended to other systems
that exhibit, for instance a Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling.
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Fig. 4.11. Rashba Spin-Orbit Coupling in the NEGF model.
4.16 1-D Result
The starting point of our example is the Non-Equilibrium Green’s Function (NEGF)
based framework using a tight-binding Hamiltonian as described in [30] (FIG. (4.11)).
There are two main inputs to the NEGF: The Hamiltonian describing the channel
(represented by an [H] matrix), and the self-energy functions describing the contacts
(represented by the ⌃-matrices). To obtain analytical results, we will first assume that
we are using a 1D-nanowire that is described by the following Rashba Hamiltonian:
H = H0 +  xky    ykx (4.27)
where  y,x are the Pauli spin-matrices, and H0 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian of the
system. Suppressing transport to the fundamental mode only (ky = 0), in Appendix




















5In this context “voltages” are Fermi functions at a given energy. Please see the discussion in
Section 4.14.
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where the conductance matrices in 1D (ky = 0) for a ballistic RSO channel with NM
leads at the ends are obtained using Eq. (4.11):
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G11 and G22 are simply the ballistic interface conductances, due to the ideal NM
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where m⇤ and L are e↵ective mass and length of the channel and ⌘ is the Rashba
coe cent and ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant, in an e↵ective mass approximation
[81].
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4.16.1 Interpretation of the 1D result
The result we obtained for the 1D case is intuitively appealing: What we concluded
is that the conductance matrices G12 and G21 that correspond to the “tranmission”
of electrons from one end of the channel to the other corresponds to a simple rotation
around the y-axis, and the rotation angle is reversed for G12 and G21. In the absence
of any magnetic field, this is indeed what the general reciprocity relation we have
obtained in Eq. (4.15) would have predicted.
The way to make sense of this result is to consider an analog e↵ect, the “Hanle
E↵ect” where the electronic spin in a channel “precesses” (or rotates) about the
magnetic field proportional to the magnitude of the magnetic field in the channel,
which would split the energy levels of up and down spin states by U = ~µ · ~B.
The Rashba e↵ect could be viewed as an “e↵ective” magnetic field that is given by
µBBeff y = (  y⌘kx) if we identified the term ( y⌘kx) as a magnetic field pointing
in the  y direction, with magnitude |⌘kx|. In doing so, we can immediately explain
the direction (momentum) dependence of the rotation angle, since having a +kx or
a  kx vector would change the sign of this “e↵ective” magnetic field. We would also
understand why the G12 and G21 matrices look like rotation matrices around the +y
axis, since this is the direction of the e↵ective field electrons in the fundamental mode
experience.
Using the e↵ective magnetic field picture for RSO, we can analytically derive
the rotation angle. First consider that, in a magnetic field the spin states will be
split by  U = |2µB(Beff )| which can be equated to ~!, where ! is the precessional
frequency and µB is the Bohr magneton. Since the time-of-flight of electrons entering






in an e↵ective mass approximation, we can
calculate the amount of rotation in radians by as:
















as we have concluded earlier in Eq. (4.32).
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4.17 2D Result
In real 2DEGs electron transport is not restricted to the fundamental mode only,
the electrons travel in higher modes (ky 6= 0) as well. In other words, they do
not travel in a straight line but they make an angle with (+x) axis with an overall
spread in their velocities (Fig. (4.12)). For the RSO-model to be applicable in real
devices that analyze spin-precession in 2DEG channels with Rashba-type spin-orbit
coupling [17,82], the 1-D result needs to be extended. In this section, we are going to
show that the 1-D conductances we have analytically obtained can be summed over to
obtain general 2D-RSO conductances that can be used to analyze experiments such
as [17, 82].
Based on the intuitive picture of 1D-RSO, we understand that the spread in the
electron velocity gives rise to two distinct e↵ects:
• The distance electrons travel in the channel will be di↵erent (Fig. (4.12)).
• The e↵ective magnetic field direction electrons feel due to the RSO will be
di↵erent since it is momentum dependent.
Note that an important restriction of summing the transverse (ky 6= 0) modes “by
hand” as we are about to do, is that periodic boundary conditions (PBC) must be
assumed at the sidewalls of the channel, otherwise we cannot add them coherently.
In the PBC picture, higher order modes travel much longer distances since they do
not scatter o↵ the sidewalls. This assumption was also made in a rigorous NEGF-
based attempt to analyze the Koo et al. [17] experiment by Zainuddin et al. [81]
which concluded that the assumption of PBC at the sidewalls do not change the
results significantly. Considering these two e↵ects, we obtain the mode-depedent RSO
conductances, as shown algebraically in Appendix E: G11 and G22 remain unchanged
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Fig. 4.12. Rashba Spin-Orbit Coupling in the NEGF model: In 2D there
are two e↵ects to be considered: (1) The e↵ective magnetic field higher
order modes feel changes direction. (2) The e↵ective channel length higher
order modes travel increases in magnitude. Both these e↵ects can be
considered to obtain an analytical 2D model in terms of the 1D model if
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, while the rotation angle is now mode dependent due to the

















We check the validity of these 2D results by numerically averaging them as outlined
in Eq. (4.34) and compare them to the analytical NEGF-description presented in [81]
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in Chapter 5 in the context of non-local spin valves with high spin-orbit channel
materials.
4.18 A sidenote on Non-Magnetic Contacts
A very important rule of the Landauer-Büttiker formula we outlined in Eq. (4.11)
was that the contacts to the arbitrary spin-Hamiltonian have to be non-magnetic.
This allows a clean definition of terminal spin-currents and voltages at the termi-
nals, and accordingly we have assumed such contacts for the RSO example we have
considered. However, we must keep in mind that these NM leads introduce ballistic
interface resistances proportional to the number of modes in the channel [68] that
needs to be subtracted when such coherent elements are added in series, as first
pointed out by [83].
4.19 Summary of Chapter
In this chapter we have proposed a proper prescription to obtain spin-generalized
Landauer-Büttiker conductances starting from Scattering Matrix and Non-Equilibrium
Green’s Function formalism and obtained universal sum rules and reciprocity relations
for these conductances. We have also obtained Landauer-conductances for internal
currents that can be used in spin-torque calculations. We have applied the central
equations to a coherent conductor exhibiting Rashba spin-orbit coupling and we will
benchmark these results with a purely NEGF-based theory in the next Chapter.
We close this chapter by stressing that being able to obtain conductance matri-
ces for coherent conductors is an important step within the context of the Modular
Approach, where elemental building blocks coming from di↵erent theories with con-
flicting modeling requirements can be combined “mindlessly” in a unified framework.
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5. NON-LOCAL SPIN-VALVES USING SPIN-CIRCUITS
Part of this chapter appears in Scientific Reports, “Modular Approach
to Spintronics”, Kerem Yunus Camsari, Samiran Ganguly, Supriyo Datta
[21].
5.1 Introduction and Organization of Chapter
The non-local spin-valve device is a variant of the current-in-plane spin valves
(Fig. (2.9)) we have looked at in Chapter 2. In this setup, the basic idea is to
separate the charge flow of carriers from the spin flow of carriers to obtain a pure
spin current by leaving an extended channel material in floating circuit conditions, so
that the electrochemical potential at the floating end rises to a value that prevents
charge current through this region (Fig. (5.1)). However, there is still a net spin
di↵usion from the “injector” magnet to the “detector” due to to pure spin-di↵usion
due to excess (deficit) of majority spins of the magnet that are injected (absorbed)
from the source side.
Developed for the first time in 1985 by Johnson and Silsbee [84], the Non-Local
Spin-Valve (NLSV) geometry is a setup that is widely used in a diverse range of ex-
periments, such as the Hanle e↵ect [15], non-local spin-torque deposition [16], voltage-
controlled spin-precession [17] and spin-injection to semiconductors [18]. In the next
section we are going to show that the straightforward implementation of the NLSV in
terms of spin-circuits reproduces equivalent results to those of other theoretical ap-
proaches that are well-established for such structures, one widely used theory is given
by Takahashi and Maekawa in [19]. We will use the results of [19] as a benchmark
for our approach.
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Fig. 5.1. Standard Non-Local Spin Valve structure. A charge voltage
Vfloat develops between the detector magnet and the floating arm of the
channel, due to the spin-potential underneath the detector. Typically this
voltage is divided by the DC current running in the local arm, to define a
non-local resistance, RNL = Vfloat/IDC . Note that there is no I V drop
towards the non-local arm.
We are also going to show that the collinear result that was obtained in [19], which
was applicable to Parallel and Anti-Parallel configurations of the injector and detector
magnets is naturally extended to the non-collinear limit in our approach where the
injector and detector magnetizations can be in arbitrary angles, for instance when
one of the magnets is being controlled an external magnetic field. This generalization
is similar to the generalization of the 2-current model to the 4-current model of our
formalism, as we discussed in Chapter 2.
Next we will analyze a class of non-local spin valves using high spin-orbit materials
as their channel material. The first will be a semiconducting 2DEG channel exhibiting
RSO, for the development of a field-e↵ect spin transistor that was proposed by Purdue
[80], the so-called “Datta-Das” spin transistor. We will compare the results of spin-
conductances we derived for RSO in the last chapter with a rigorous NEGF-based
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theory that benchmarked a class of experiments that realized this device in the non-
local geometry [17,82].
The second high-spin orbit channel material we are going to discuss are heavy met-
als exhibiting the so-called Giant Spin-Hall E↵ect (GSHE). We are going to adopt a
circuit description of the GSHE phenomenon based on a spin-circuit given by [85].
In using the circuit outlined in [85], we will take an experimentalist’s approach and
try out various conditions to induce the Giant Spin-Hall E↵ect from the circuit and
compare the results of the module with known analytical expressions. After bench-
marking the module, we are going to use it in a more complicated non-local geometry
to reproduce the experimental results obtained in [20] and close this chapter.
5.2 Simple Non-Local Spin-Valve: Reproducing the Takahashi-Makeawa
Model
Fig. 5.2. Standard Non-Local Spin Valve and its spin circuit descrip-
tion. The LLG is required to provide a mechanism to rotate the de-
tector magnet, if needed. A charge voltage Vfloat develops between the
detector magnet and the floating arm of the channel, due to the spin-
potential underneath the detector. Typically this voltage is divided by
the DC current running in the local arm, to define a non-local resistance,
RNL = Vfloat/IDC .
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The first example we assemble using elemental modules of Modular Approach is
the standard Non-Local Spin-Valve geometry consisting of two ferromagnets separated
by a spacer channel. Our first check is whether the straightforward implementation
of the non-local spin valves in terms of spin-circuit modules in Fig. (5.2) reproduces
known theoretical model in [19]. The following equation (Eq. (3) in [19]) describes
the non-local resistance as a function of material parameters when the magnets are
in the Parallel configuration:

























































In this equation all resistances correspond to the “spin-resistance” of materials, where
the usual resistance definition of RC =
⇢L
A




(L) is replaced by the spin-flip length  sf . RS can be imagined to be the resistance
experienced by a spin-current before dissipating away for a conductor of length  sf .
The PT and pF in Eq. (5.1) correspond to the interface (FM NM module) and bulk
ferromagnet (FM module) polarizations respectively.
Eq. (5.1) describes the non-local resistance as a function of the interface resis-
tance, 1/G0 in our FM NM interface module, from the tunneling to the Ohmic
regime. Therefore, we sweep the interface resistance as a DC parameter in the spin-
circuit description provided to SPICE and compare this with what is expected from
Eq. (5.1) in Fig. (5.3). Note how the interface operating in the “tunneling” regime
increases the observed non-local resistance. This is due to the so-called “conductance
mismatch” that between the ferromagnet and the channel metal that is mitigated
when a tunneling barrier is inserted. For an elucidating review, see Lecture 14 in ??.
Another way to test the spin-circuit is to see how the non-local resistance formula
changes as a function of channel length. Intuitively, we expect an exponentially
decaying function since the injected spin current is going to decay exponentially away
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Fig. 5.3. Non-Local voltage as a function of the interface resistance as
the interface is changed from a tunneling junction to an Ohmic junc-
tion. SPICE result and analytical result match exactly. The follow-
ing parameters are used in the circuit and in the analytical calculation:
AF,N = 10 14 m2, LF = 10 7 m, Lchan = 5⇥10 7 m, ⇢F = 19⇥10 8 ⌦ m,
⇢N = 1.5⇥10 8 ⌦ m;  F = 5⇥10 9 m,  N = 1.3⇥10 6 m, PF1,F2 = 0.23,
PT1,T2 = 0.11 and RT1,T2 = 1/G0 = 10xx ⌦ where xx = [ 5,+5],
RF ⌘ ⇢F F/AF and RN ⌘ ⇢N N/AN . Magnets are in (P)arallel con-
figuration.
from the source in a simple di↵usive process. from . Fig. (5.4) compares the SPICE
result to Eq. (5.1) for the same set of parameters.
The two tests of the numerical spin-circuit solution proved that the circuits re-
produce the direct solution of spin-di↵usion equations. Note that in both examples
the magnetization directions of the ferromagnets were parallel, therefore restricted
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Fig. 5.4. Non-Local voltage as a function channel length. The junction
resistance is chosen to be in Tunneling limit = 10xx=+5 ⌦. Increasing
channel length results in an exponential decrease in measured non-local
resistance.
to the collinear limit. In the next section, we analyze a hypothetical scenario where
the detector magnet is rotated by an external magnetic field to make the magnets
non-collinear.
5.3 Generalizing the Takahashi-Makeawa Model
The Takahashi-Maekawa model of spin-transport starts from the spin-di↵usion
equations (also known as Valet-Fert equations as we discussed in Chapter 2). We have
seen in the previous section that the spin-circuit models we have outlined for FM,
FM NM, and NM modules exactly reproduces the direct solution of these di↵erential
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equations. In the following example we show that the 4⇥4 conductance matrices we
have developed for these modules can capture the subtle quantum nature of spins,
when the magnets are not collinear but in an in-between state, much like a light
polarizer and an analyzer that are stationed at a relative angle ✓.
Fig. 5.5. Non-Local voltage as a function of detector magnetization
with respect to the injector. The analytical formula is obtained by pos-




P 2TRN cos ✓ exp( L/ N). All parameters are the same as
those used in Fig. (5.3,5.4). Note that the period of going from (P) to
(AP) configuration that shows the maximum signal change is ⇡ radians,
stressing the di↵erence between photon polarization, where ⇡/2 radians
would show a maximum signal change, since the detector would be orthog-
onal to the injector at that angle. The numerical experiment captures this
subtlety automatically.
Fig. (5.5) shows the numerical experiment where the detector magnet is rotated in
a plane that makes an angle ✓ with the injector. The spin-circuit naturally produces
a cos ✓ behavior that is used to trace the result in Fig. (5.5). In other words, the
analytical formula is obtained by adding a cos ✓ factor to the non-local resistance in
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It is interesting to note that the polarizer-analyzer experiment done with electrons
in this experiment shows orthogonality (maximum signal change in this case) at ⇡
radians as opposed to photons which would have been orthogonal at ⇡/2 radians. This
result comes naturally within our spin-circuit formalism, constituting a generalization
of the collinear Takahashi-Maekawa model [19].
5.4 Non-Local Spin Valves with High Spin Orbit Phenomena
So far all the channel materials in our spin-circuits have had no particular spin
dependent transport property, they all functioned as non-magnetic interconnects that
route spin currents from one magnet to another. In this section we analyze two high
spin-orbit channel materials in the non-local spin valve geometry.
5.4.1 Voltage controlled spin precession: Non-Local Spin Valve using
RSO Channel
Datta and Das proposed a field-e↵ect spin-transistor in 1990 that involved two
ferromagnets separated by a 2DEG channel exhibiting Rashba spin-orbit coupling
[80]. The basic idea of the device was to change the spin orientation of the injected
electrons from the polarizing magnet while they travel in the channel through a gate
voltage that tuned the Rashba coe cient, to see a transistor-like behavior. Because
of di culties in practically increasing the spin injection e ciency, as well as a robust
control of the Rashba coe cient through an electrostatic gate, it took 20 years before
researchers were able to achieve the basic e↵ect that was proposed.
Fig. (5.6) shows the non-local spin valve structure [17] and [82] used in their
experiments. To separate charge flow from the spin flow to observe a “clean” signal,
non-local geometry was used in both these experiments. Fig. (5.6) also shows the
spin-circuit implementation of their structure, using the RSO model we developed
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in Chapter 4. Here we omitted the gate terminal that controls the RSO coe cient
of the channel, since our purpose is not to do a full benchmark of this experiment
as in [81]. We simply benchmark the RSO module in the non-local configuration
against a rigorous NEGF that explained all of the relevant features of the Koo et al.
experiment.
Fig. 5.6. Non-Local Spin Valve with a Rashba spin-orbit channel to
demonstrate the voltage-controlled spin-precession phenomenon and its
spin-circuit representation
Fig. (5.6) shows the numerical integration of the 2D conductance matrix for the
RSO module that is shown in Eq. (4.34) as compared to the NEGF-based model.
In order to appreciate what is happening in Fig. (5.7) we revisit the experimental
conditions: In the actual experiment, the non-local voltage developed at the detector
magnet showed an oscillatory signal as a function of a changing RSO coe cient
(through a gate voltage) only when the magnetizations of the magnets were aligned
in the +x direction. No appreciable oscillation was observed when the magnets were
aligned in the +y direction. Both the NEGF and the spin-circuit1 model seem to
capture this e↵ect, and we can intuitively understand the reason by revisiting the
simple 1D picture we developed for the RSO.
1The (y, y) entry of the 2D conductance matrix corresponds to injecting spins along (+y) and
detecting their (+y) component as they exit the channel. This is why we can compare the (y, y)
configuration of magnets without explicitly including magnets in our circuit.
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Fig. 5.7. Benchmarking 2D-RSO conductances with an NEGF-based
model [81], simulating the experimental conditions in the voltage-
controlled spin precession experiments. See text for details regarding
legend.
When the magnets are both aligned in the +y direction, the channel is populated
by y spins. We discussed earlier that the e↵ective magnetic field experienced by the
channel electrons is primarily in the y direction considering the Rashba Hamiltonian
looks like: HR = ⌘( xky    ykx). Since the current is largely guided into kx states,
the e↵ective magnetic field is given by ⇡ ⌘kx y, which is a magnetic field in the ±y
direction. This is the reason there is only little variation when the magnets inject y
spins and an appreciable oscillation when the magnets inject +x spins since y spins
would not precess in a magnetic field in the y-direction while x spins would precess
around y-direction while they are traveling in the channel.
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5.5 Non-Local Spin Valve using GSHE Channel
A recently discovered phenomenon in heavy-metal based systems is the Giant Spin
Hall E↵ect [4, 5, 66]. The basic phenomenon can be understood with a reference to
the conventional Hall e↵ect: A transverse charge potential develops for a longitudinal
charge current in the presence of magnetic fields due to the Lorentz force experienced
by the electrons. In the case of Spin Hall e↵ect, a spin potential di↵erence develops
in the transverse direction for a longitudinally flowing charge current without any
external magnetic field but due to the intrinsic spin-orbit coupling in the system.
This absence of magnetic fields makes the phenomenon practically very interesting,
since the developed spin-voltage can be utilized to do work, for instance by injecting
a spin current to a ferromagnet and switch it through the spin-torque e↵ect.
In fact, this is precisely what was demonstrated in [5,66] and subsequently, many
other experiments by di↵erent groups. In this section, we first introduce the GSHE
module as a lumped circuit as given in [85], and test it before using it in a more
complicated spin-circuit.
5.6 Transport Module: Giant Spin-Hall E↵ect (GSHE)
In this section, we start from a spin-circuit description of the GSHE we adopt from
[85], as outlined in Fig. (5.8). Only charge currents are specified between terminals
1 2 and only spin currents are considered between terminals 3 4. Because of that,
this circuit is a limited version of the full GSHE conductance matrix where a 4-
Terminal spin/charge conductance would relate spin and charge currents at each
terminal to each other. The restriction is justified by the geometries of almost all
of the GSHE setups in the literature, where typically a charge current is injected
in the longitudinal direction in the film and the spin-current is detected from the
transverse terminals. We show in the next section that the standard theoretical
expressions regarding GSHE are obtained by simply solving the circuit in SPICE,
shown in Fig. (5.8).
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Fig. 5.8. Giant Spin-Hall E↵ect Module. A 4-terminal circuit, only charge
current is considered between terminals 1 2 and only a z-spin current is
injected through terminals 3 4.
The circuit between terminals 3 4 resembles the NM circuit we discussed in Chap-
ter 2, where the series/shunt conductances are given in terms of the conductivity (⇢),


















In addition, there are two controlled spin-current sources of opposite directions that
generate the spin-current induced by the charge current flowing through terminals
1 2:
Iz0 =   G0(V
c
1   V c2 ) (5.3)
where G0 is the conductance of the film between terminal 1 2 and   is the spin Hall









Similarly, the circuit between terminals 1 2 is composed of a series conductance and
two controlled charge-current sources that are induced by the spin-currents flowing
through terminals 3 4. The charge conductance is given by G0 and the current
sources are given by:
Ic0 =   G0(V
z
3   V z4 ) (5.5)
5.6.1 Standard Results From Standalone Module: GSHE
In most experimental setups terminal 4, the bottom region of the thin film is
left open, when a charge current passes between terminals 1 and 2. In this case, if
terminal 3 is grounded for spin-currents (presumably by a magnet), a short circuit











Before we show the spin-circuit result for this boundary condition, a short discussion
of Eq. (5.6) is in order. This equation represents an interesting thickness dependence
of the film to the induced short-circuit spin current in the top terminal. It seems that






sech(x) term drops out since sech(1)=0. And for small thicknesses sech(x) becomes
1 since sech(x) ⇡ 1   x
2
2
for small x, completely killing the injected spin-current.
It would seem that we would prefer as large a thickness as possible to reduce this
factor, however there is also an inverse thickness dependence of the charge current
ratio to the spin-current ratio, implying the existence of an “optimum” thickness.






factor with materials having small spin-flip lengths (   ) to reduce the
sech(x) “degrading factor”.
Intuitively, one could think of the spin Hall e↵ect as two current branches with
opposite spins diverting to opposite sides of the thin film, and having a thin film that
conserves spin-currents (t/  ⌧ 1 limit) mixes these two branches of spin-currents
e↵ectively “diluting” the net spin polarization at a given surface.
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Fig. 5.9. Standalone GSHE Module: Numerical result vs Standard ana-
lytical expressions for Giant Spin Hall E↵ect. Boundary Conditions: (Ter-
minal 4 open, Terminal 3 short, constant charge current between Terminal
1 and 2). Numerical parameters are: ✓ = 0.1, L=10 7 m, W=250 nm,
⇢ = 11.3 ⇥ 10 8 ⌦  m,   = 40 nm, Ic = 1 mA. Numbers based on the
experiment [20]. The slight discrepancy is due to an ignored ✓2 factor, see
text.
Fig. (5.9) shows the numerical vs the analytical (Eq. (5.6)) dependence of the
spin-current injected to terminal 3 under short-circuit conditions, when terminal 4 is
left open and a constant current (1 mA in this case) is passed between terminals 1
and 2. In accordance with our discussion earlier, we observe that there is indeed an
optimum thickness for the GSHE film (t ⇡ 1.5 ) that maximizes the injected spin
current under short-circuit conditions. Increasing/or decreasing the thickness beyond
this point degrades the injected current.
Fig. (5.9) establishes our main objective: To take an experimentalist’s approach
and test the GSHE module independently to compare it with known analytical ex-
pressions. It seems that there is a slight discrepancy between the SPICE output of the
circuit and Eq. (5.6). This is due to a higher order ✓2 term that emerges after solving
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the circuit analytically for these boundary conditions (Terminal 4 open, Terminal 3
short, constant charge current between Terminal 1 and 2) as discussed in [85]. Here
we ignore this correction, since in typical experiments ✓2 ⌧ 1.
5.6.2 Inverse Spin Hall E↵ect in Non-Local Spin Valve
In this section, we use the GSHE module we have benchmarked in a more com-
plicated experimental geometry (Fig. (5.10)) to do a full experimental benchmark of
the experiment reported in [20]. The experimental structure along with its straight-
forward spin-circuit assembly is shown in Fig. (5.10). Note that we are simply con-
necting the GSHE module (with its bottom node floating) to our existing non-local
spin-circuit that was shown in Fig. (5.2), closely resembling the physical structure of
the experiment. This “plug-and-play” notion allowed by our Modular Approach is
one of its key advantages.
Fig. 5.10. Experimental setup for non-local spin valve with GSHE mate-
rial [20]. Channel material is Cu and GSHE material is CuBi with varying
Bismuth density. Spin-circuit implementation of the experimental struc-
ture is also shown. Note the straightforward addition of the GSHE module
to the existing non-local setup we have already analyzed in Fig (5.2).
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5.6.3 Description of the experiment
In the experiment, an external magnetic field is applied to change the magneti-
zation direction of the injector magnet, controlling the polarization of injected spins
into the NLSV (Fig. (5.10). When the injector magnet points along +z direction, the
spin current into the GSHE (CuBi) material that was embedded in the Cu channel
induces a charge voltage along the +x direction. This voltage is proportional to the
sign and magnitude of the spin Hall angle. Before we show the central result of the
experiment, we calibrate the non-local spin valve without the GSHE material in the
channel.
5.6.4 Benchmarking Without GSHE
In the experiment Niimi and colleagues [20] fabricated a few samples with varying
channel lengths without the CuBi wire and calibrated their data with a 1D Takahashi-
Maeakawa model that we have introduced in Eq. (5.1). As expected, the non-local
spin-resistance obtained from the spin-circuit (Fig. (5.11)) exactly reproduces the
Takahashi-Maekawa model using the dimensions and material parameters reported
in the experiment. This step calibrates both the experiment and the spin-circuit
without the GSHE material. The numerical parameters used in the spin-circuit are
given in Appendices A.1 A.2.
5.6.5 Benchmarking With GSHE
Next, Niimi and colleagues used a modified spin-di↵usion equation in addition the
their 1D theory to analyze the e↵ect of adding the GSHE layer to their structure. They
calculated the ratio of non-local resistance with and without the GSHE metal in the
middle of the channel. Fig. (5.12) shows a comparison between their result with what
is obtained from the spin-circuit shown in Fig. (5.10) when the   (spin-flip length) in
the GSHE layer is swept as an independent variable. Niimi and colleagues measured
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Fig. 5.11. Non-local spin-resistance (RS = VNL/IDC) as a function of
channel length without the GSHE module.
this ratio by comparing the non-local resistance in their GSHE-less and with-GSHE
samples to extract a   to be used in their own calculations. Fig. (5.12) shows that
the theory Niimi et al. used is matched by the spin-circuit and the experimentally
observed 50% ratio of non-local resistance change when GSHE is included, predicts a
  of 40 nm’s, which is subsequently assumed in our spin-circuits.
5.6.6 Inverse Spin Hall E↵ect
Finally, using exactly the same parameters we have used to calibrate the spin-
circuit, we compare the central result of the Niimi experiment: An external magnetic
field controlling the magnetization direction of the injector layer causes a change
the spin orientation of the injected electrons, thereby controlling the Inverse Spin
Hall voltage that is induced in the CuBi wire. It is important to note that the spin
polarization of the electrons that are injected in the Giant Spin Hall E↵ect is given
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Fig. 5.12. Non-local spin-resistance ratio (with-GSHE / without-GSHE)
as a function of spin-flip length of the GSHE module. This figure com-
pares the direct solution of spin-di↵usion equations for the entire structure
outlined in [20] with a spin-circuit simulation from SPICE. By experimen-
tally measuring the non-local resistance change when GSHE is added, a
spin-flip length for the GSHE material is extracted.
by the cross product of the spatial current flow direction to the surface normal of the
current flow plane, i.e, when the current flows in the ±x direction in Fig. (5.10), the
spin-current injected to the copper channel would be in the ±y direction . The reverse
phenomenon, the Inverse Spin Hall E↵ect where spin-polarized currents injected to
the GSHE film induce a charge voltage across the film is observed only when the
injected spins are in the ±y (right) direction. As seen in Fig. (5.13), there is a net
saturated voltage developed across the GSHE film, only when the injector magnet is
brought to the +y or  y direction by an external magnetic field. When there is no
magnetic field applied, the magnets lie in-plane (+x direction), and no inverse spin
hall voltage is developed.
Using the parameters that are outlined by the experiment by Niimi without a
fitting attempt, the spin-circuit reproduces the inverse spin hall voltage for di↵erent
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Fig. 5.13. Experimental inverse spin Hall E↵ect (RISHE = VISHE/IDC)
resistance for di↵erent GSHE materials (h) Inverse Spin-Hall resistance
obtained from the spin- circuit. Experimental data reprinted with per-
mission from [20]: Y. Niimi, Y. Kawanishi, D. H. Wei, C. Deranlot, H.
X. Yang, M. Chshiev, T. Valet, A. Fert, and Y. Otani, “Giant Spin Hall
E↵ect Induced by Skew Scattering from Bismuth Impurities inside Thin
Film CuBi Alloys”, Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 156602   Published 9 October
2012, Copyright (2012) by the American Physical Society.
channel materials (with di↵erent Hall angles and spin-di↵usion length) when the
injector magnet is rotated by an external magnetic field in the simulation.
5.7 Summary of Chapter
In this Chapter, we have primarily focused on Non-Local Spin Valves in the context
of spin-circuits. There was no need to modify the elemental modules that described
the local spin valves, and we have seen that the non-local spin valve physics is cap-
tured in the standard case where the channel material is a metallic non-magnet where
spin-circuits have reproduced the widely used Takahashi-Maekawa model [19], (2) we
have also seen that the collinear model described by Takahashi-Maekawa is naturally
extended to non-collinear configurations, and (3) Non-Local Spin Valves can be aug-
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mented by high spin-orbit materials such as RSO for semiconductors as well as GSHE
for metallic structures and still be captured accurately within our formalism.
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6. FUNCTIONAL SPIN DEVICES USING
SPIN-CIRCUITS
Part of this chapter appears in Scientific Reports, “Modular Approach
to Spintronics”, Kerem Yunus Camsari, Samiran Ganguly, Supriyo Datta
[21].
6.1 Introduction and Organization
In this Chapter, we are going to demonstrate that the elemental building blocks
we have identified can be used to design and analyze complex functional devices
that make use of a diverse range of phenomena. After the discovery of the spin-
transfer-torque e↵ect, such functional devices almost always rely on an interaction
between magnetization dynamics and transport that requires a self-consistent treat-
ment of magnet and transport physics in their modeling. So far the modules we have
discussed were all of “transport” type and we have neglected magnetization dynam-
ics. Therefore we are first going to introduce the “magnetics” modules, namely the
Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert Equation that is used to model magnetization dynamics and
a generic Magnetic Coupling module that is used to model “field-like” interactions
between magnets, such as dipolar and exchange coupling and then show how they
can be combined with the transport modules within the spin-circuit formalism.
Once we introduce the magnetics modules, we will examine a spin circuit that
reproduces the basic experiment [16] that was the basis of the All-Spin Logic (ASL)
device [7, 34], another spin-circuit that models the Spin-Switch, a GSHE-inspired
improvement of the ASL, the Spin Switch [8].
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We must stress that there are many more devices that can be analyzed using
spin-circuits and what is presented in this Chapter is a small representative set. The
real value of our approach is in its diversity and flexibility.
6.2 Magnetics Modules: LLG Solver and Magnetic Coupling
In this section, we introduce the two magnetics modules of the Modular Approach.
First, the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation, in the monodomain approxima-
tion is introduced [87]. The LLG equation is used extensively as a powerful tool
to model magnetization dynamics of nanomagnets. The two main types of external
stimuli to probe magnet dynamics exist: (1) The spin-transfer-torque e↵ect, essen-
tially a transport e↵ect that is handled in our transport modules and (2) A field-like
input, of various types including external magnetic fields, dipolar, exchange coupling
or thermal noise. The second magnetics module we are going to introduce is of this
latter type, where LLG takes the input from dipolar or exchange couplings due other
magnets in the system.
6.2.1 Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) Equation
Traditionally the LLG equation described the time dependence of a magnetization
with respect to external magnetic fields, as well as the magnet’s internal interaction
fields. With the discovery of the spin-transfer-torque (STT) e↵ect LLG was modified
to include an additional torque due to a spin-polarized current. To stress this dis-
tinction, LLG with spin-currents is called LLGS, “S” standing for Slonczewski who
predicted the STT e↵ect.
LLG is essentially a phenomenological equation that starts from a coherent preces-
sion of magnetization under an external magnetic field, adds the uniaxial anisotropy
(the tendency for the magnet to choose an easy axis) to the “e↵ective field” and also
adds a “damping term” to the coherent precession to restore the magnet to its equilib-
rium direction. Although there are theoretical attempts to derive this dimensionless
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damping coe cient from the spin-orbit coupling mechanisms in a magnet [88], the
damping coe cient ↵ is largely determined experimentally for di↵erent ferromagnets.
The LLG equation, with the coherent precession, damping and spin-torque inputs








=  m̂⇥ ~heff   ↵ m̂⇥ m̂⇥ ~heff   ↵ m̂⇥ m̂⇥~is + ↵ m̂⇥~is (6.1)
where ↵ is the damping coe cient,   is the gyromagnetic ratio, m̂ is the time de-






~HK + ~HP + ~Hext, incuding uniaxial, shape anisotropy as well as the external magnetic











and Ic being the spin-polarized current (measured in Amperes) that is deposited to
the ferromagnet.
There are two main limitations of Eq. (6.1) as we have cast it:
• We have not yet considered thermal noise (topic of Section 6.2.3), an important
feature that influences the equilibrium conditions of the magnet as well as its
dynamics [89, 90].
• We have considered the nanomagnet in the “monodomain” approximation where
the entire magnetization acts as a giant spin, a more serious and potentially
simplistic assumption.
6.2.2 Solving LLG in a circuit
In order to recast LLG as a circuit that can be simulated in a SPICE-like en-
vironment, we are going to follow the implementation described in [90] which we
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briefly explain here. Inspecting Eq. (6.1), observe that the equation resembles the
















The RHS of Eq. (6.2) is a complicated and non-linear current source, the magneti-
zation of the magnet is expressed as the voltage of the capacitor. Since the mag-




z = |m| = 1), LLG
equation has 2-independent variables, and is commonly solved in the spherical coor-
dinates (✓, ). Fig. (6.1) illustrates the circuit that is implemented by [90] to solve
the LLG equation.
The non-linear current sources correspond to the shape anistropy, external mag-
netic field and the spin-torque-current terms respectively as we defined them in
Eq. (6.1). The initial magnetization of the magnet is specified as an initial voltage
across the capactiors in a circuit simulator that proceeds to integrate the capacitor
voltage solving for the magnetization as a function of time in a transient simulation.
Fig. (6.2) compares the direct integration of Eq. (6.1) by a MATLAB ODE solver
with the circuit shown in Fig. (6.1) for a nanomagnet undergoing spin-current induced
reversal.
6.2.3 Thermal Noise
In this section we are going to show how the e↵ect of finite temperature can be
added to the zero-Temperatue LLG solver we show in Fig. (6.1). In general, thermal
noise has two main e↵ects on magnetization dynamics [89, 91]:
• The initial (equilibrium) angle of the magnetization vector, ✓0 is a thermally
distributed random variable.
• A stochastic magnetic field in three uncorrelated directions influence the mag-
netization dynamics as an external input.
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Fig. 6.1. LLG Module and its circuit description as a C-I circuit that
takes the integral of dm̂/dt.
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Fig. 6.2. The direct integration of the LLG equation in MATLAB (ode113)
for a magnetic layer under spin-transfer torque e↵ect is compared with the
Capacitor circuit solution from SPICE (Solver Options: .option TRAP,
RUNLVL=6). Magnet parameters used in the simulation (Following [87]):
initial angle, ✓0 = 10 3, reduced shape anisotropy hp = 20, reduced spin-
current hs =  1.92, Hk = 100 Oe, damping coe cient ↵ = 0.008. For
more details regarding this Figure, see Appendix A.1 A.2.
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The correlation function of the stochastic field in 3-dimensions for magnetic thermal





T 2/ Hz (6.3)
where H in is the stochastic magnetic field in direction i while  , Ms, ↵, and ⌦ are
gyromagnetic ratio, saturation magnetization per unit volume, damping coe cient
and volume respectively.
In considering thermal noise in magnets for a circuit description of the LLG equa-
tion, we are going to make use of a more commonly used noise source: Johnson-
Nyquist thermal noise in resistors. The time-domain analysis of thermal noise in
circuit simulators is a well-established feature involving all the subtleties in solving
arbitrary stochastic di↵erential equations. Fig. (6.3) illustrates our circuit. The cor-











allows us to trick existing circuit simulators to provide a noise voltage with the right
magnitude to our LLG equation as an external input. Note that as long as we pass
the voltage developed across the resistor as magnetic field, there is no explicit unit
issue.
In order to benchmark the stochastic LLG equation, we need to compare the
statistics of many numerical simulations with what is expected from equilibrium sta-
tistical mechanics. First, let us consider a simple magnet with a uniaxial anistropy
(with no easy-plane anisotropy), the magnetic energy of this magnet can be written
as:
U = Eani. sin
2 ✓ (6.6)
where ✓ is the magnetization angle in spherical coordinates and Eani. is the anisotropy
energy. This equation predicts two minima at ✓ = 0 and ✓ = ⇡ and a maximum at
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Fig. 6.3. Thermal magnetic noise in our LLG circuit is going to be sim-
ulated by SPICE through a thermal noise across a resistor, which can be
routinely done by SPICE-like solvers. Note the mathematical similarity
in the correlation functions of resistive thermal noise and magnetic ther-




the ‘voltage’ across the resistor as a ‘magnetic field’ input to our noiseless
LLG block allows us to describe magnetic noise in circuit simulators.
✓ = ⇡/2 as we would expect from a simple energetic picture of a magnet: Stable at
two collinear directions and a hard axis at an orthogonal direction. This means that
in equilibrium a deviation by ✓ = ✓0 is going to cause an energy change of:
 U = Eani. sin
2 ✓0 (6.7)










which can then be written as:








which is what we plot in the y-axis of Fig. (6.4), where we compare the RMS value
of (1 mz) of many stochastic LLG simulations (40-Monte Carlo samples) with the
powerful analytical result we obtained from equipartition theorem in Eq. (6.8):
Fig. 6.4. The result of ⇡ 40 LLG simulations as a function of increasing
magnetic anisotropy energy. Eq. (6.8) gives an analytical expression for
sin2 ✓ from equipartition theorem, we are plotting 1  cos ✓.
In Fig. (6.5), we show a single, illustrative simulation in the time-domain to show
how the z-component of the magnet makes random jittery motions o↵ the easy axis.
Fig. (6.4) establishes that the thermal noise analysis that is performed by HSPICE,
using the “.trannoise” (transient noise, for time-domain noise) gives correct results
when averaged over enough samples.
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Fig. 6.5. Time-domain illustration of thermal noise for a magnet at
T=300K and with anisotropy energy, Eani = 60 kT .
6.3 Magnetic Coupling
In this section, we introduce a general-purpose magnetic coupling (interaction)
module that can be used to model a variety of field-like magnetic phenomena, such as
dipolar coupling and various types of exchange coupling between magnets. First, we
focus on dipolar interaction between two magnets, and assume that the dipolar field
can be expressed as a uniform magnetic field throughout the single domain magnets
we have assumed so far. Secondly, we are going to show the simplest exchange




Our discussion follows [93] where a direct solution of the magnetic scalar potential
















































where ~Hi is a field that is generated by a magnet j, as a function of the interaction
matrix K and the instantaneous magnetization of j, m̂j. From the definition of the
magnetic scalar potential, the dipolar interaction tensor can be shown to be traceless
and symmetric. The physical structure as well as a possible (among many) SPICE
implementation of the dipolar tensor is shown in Fig. (6.6).
In addition, the dipolar tensor is reciprocal such that d0ij = d
0
ji, meaning that
the field exerted from one magnet to the other is equal which is intuitive since in
the monodomain approximation we can imagine the two magnets as two giant spins,
essentially two dipoles exerting an equal and opposite force on each other. However
the magnitude of these “dipoles” are proportional to the number of actual spins (Bohr











Eq. (6.11) is intuitively appealing, since we would expect a larger magnet to be
less sensitive to the dipolar field of a smaller magnet. This also means that we need
to compute the dij matrices only once, and we immediately know dji.
In Fig. (6.7) we present a specific calculation of the dipolar tensor for a given
magnet configuration and simulate the spin-circuit corresponding to a two-magnet
system under dipolar interaction. We observe that when the magnets are 10 nm’s
apart, with relatively low coercivities, Parallel configuration is not stable, and they
stabilize in an Anti-Parallel state.
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Fig. 6.6. Magnetic Coupling module: Physical structure consists of two
magnets that are separated by a magnetic insulator. The field exerted to
magnets is assumed to be uniform, and averaged over a point by point
calculation [93]. The uniform field can be obtained from the Dipolar
interaction tensor when multiplied with the magnetization direction. The
dipolar tensor is symmetric and traceless. Circuit description is based on
dependent sources that carry out the multiplication providing two time
magnetic fields as the magnetization of the magnets evolve.
6.3.2 Exchange Coupling
The physics of exchange coupling between magnets can be enormously complex,
however the phenomenological description is similar to the Dipolar Coupling module
we discussed. Similar to the dipolar interaction, exchange interaction is a “field-like”
term that can be accommodated to the magnetic energy of a 2-magnet system. For
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Fig. 6.7. Dipolar Coupling with spin-circuits, the coupled LLG equation is
solved for a two-magnet system, showing that the Parallel configuration
is unstable. (x̂   ẑ) is the easy plane of the magnets, ŷ is the out-of-
plane hard axis. The numerical parameters used in the simulation are:
dxx = 0.0289, dyy =  0.0223, dzz =  0.0066 and all o↵-diagonals are
zero for the d12 matrix. d21 is obtained by the Volume ratio given in
Eq. (6.11). |Ms| = 1500 emu/cc, Hk = 100 Oe, ↵ = 0.01, hp = 190, and
initial conditions of the magnets: ✓ = 10 3,  = ⇡/2 so that magnets are
in easy-plane and parallel initially. The calculations of the dipolar tensor
are based on [93].
simplicity, assuming 2 perpendicularly magnetized magnets with no shape anisotropy,
the total energy of the two magnet system can be written as [94]:
U = K1V1 sin
2(✓1) +K2V2 sin
2(✓2)  (V1 + V2)Jex(m̂1 · m̂2) (6.12)
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where Ki is the uniaxial anisotropy constants and Jex in units of J/cm3, and V
represents Volumes of each magnet. Starting from Eq. (6.12) we define the e↵ective
magnetic field, ~Heff on each magnet by:






Converting to Cartesian coordinates, and taking the gradient of the energy function,















The gradient operation produced the usual uniaxial anistropy field of the magnet,
proportional to the instantaneous z component of the magnet i, and the exchange
field exerted on magnet i that is proportional to the instantaneous magnetization of
to the coupled magnet, j. Using this exchange interaction field, we can construct an















































Eq. (6.15) clearly shows that the phenomenological exchange interaction energy
we used is very similar to the dipolar interaction tensor. The exchange tensor is
diagonal, with the same strength for all magnetization directions, however, note that
the field that is exerted on each magnet is weighted by the total volume of the system
divided by the volume of the receiving magnet. In other words, if one magnet is much
bigger than the other, the exchange field that the big magnet exerts on the smaller
magnet is much larger compared to what the large magnet feels due to the small
magnet, as we would expect intuitively.
In Fig. (6.8) we show an example spin-circuit where two perpendicularly polarized
magnets that are exchange coupled are subject to an external magnetic field. We
take the parameters for this example from [94]. The arrangement of the magnets is
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such that one magnet is a very soft layer with almost vanishing uniaxial anisotropy
((Hk)1) ⇡ 0 T ) and the other is a very hard layer with a large coercivity (Hk)2 = 20 T .
For a range of parameters, it turns out that the reversing the magnetization of the
soft layer by an external magnetic field that is normally much less than the coercivity
of the hard layer, can topple the magnetization of the hard layer, due to the exchange
interaction between them. This physical setup of soft and hard magnet multilayer
where the switching of the soft layer by a relatively small magnetic field induces the
switching of a very hard layer is a well-known technique in recording media industry
and experimentally demonstrated [95].
Here we use this composite magnet structure as an example how how the exchange
coupling module works in practice within the spin-circuit approach.
Now that we are armed with Magnetic Interaction and LLG modules, we can build
complex spin-circuits for functional devices. In the next sections we investigate two
spin-logic proposals by reproducing their essential behavior in terms of the modules
we have developed so far. A detailed performance analysis of these devices require
more careful thought and beyond the scope of our thesis.
6.4 Functional Device: All Spin Logic (ASL)
In 2008, Otani and colleagues [16] reported an experiment where a charge current
that runs from a magnet to a ground caused a magnetization reversal of another mag-
net that was situated outside of the current path, yet its magnetization reversed due
to the non-equilibrium spin-accumulation under it. For the first time, this experiment
established the “non-local spin-transfer-torque” phenomenon and was the experimen-
tal basis of a logic device proposal, also known as the “All Spin Logic (ASL)” proposed
later in 2010 [7,34]. In this section, we discuss how the experimental structure Otani
and colleagues devised can be faithfully assembled using the Modular Approach and
show that its main results can be benchmarked without any fitting parameters within
our framework.
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Fig. 6.8. Composite magnet structure consisting of a very soft layer (with
zero coercivity) and with a very hard layer (with very high coercivity, 20
T). The magnets are exchange coupled and switching of the soft layer
by an external magnetic field causes a reversal in the normally very hard
layer (20 T) with a much smaller magnetic field (⇡ 0.94 T). The numerical
parameters for this example are based on Fig. 10 in [94]. V1 = 2 V2,
(Ms)1 = 5(Ms)2, Jex = 0.45K2, K2 = 2e7 erg/cm3 , K1 ⇡ 0. The spin-
circuit result exactly reproduces the simulation result shown in Fig. (10)
of [94]. This so-called “spring-magnet” action where a soft magnet can
switch the magnetization of a very hard magnet by a relatively small
magnetic field is an experimentally demonstrated phenomenon [95], here
we used this example to illustrate the exchange interaction module using
spin-circuits.
The experimental structure (shown in Fig. (6.9)) consisted of gold leads that were
connected to nanomagnets (Injector side 20 nm thick and detector side 4 nm thick)
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Fig. 6.9. Non-local spin-transfer-torque switching experiment and its spin-
circuit implementation. In addition to the transport modules for the non-
local transport observe that the LLG module is attached to the circuit.
The input to the LLG is time-dependent spin-current drawn by the mag-
net, the output from LLG is the instantaneous magnetization.
that were in turn connected to a copper channel. With a one-to-one correspondence
with the physical device the spin-circuit description of the experiment involves the
NMmodule (to model the copper and the gold leads), an FM-NM interface module (to
model the spin-transfer-torque deposited on the detector magnet), as well as a bulk
FM module that follows the interface and an LLG module to self-consistently describe
magnetization dynamics. The magnetization information of the magnets and their
interfaces with Copper are provided using “voltage-like” variables in the spin-circuit
to be handled by an LLG solver self-consistently with transport equations.
As we have mentioned, the experimental structure shown in Fig. (6.9) does not
represent the detailed operation of the All-Spin-Logic structure, but only its essen-
tial physics: Magnets being driven by spin-currents injected by other magnets. The
detailed analysis of ASL is beyond our scope. Rather, we illustrate how almost a




Otani and colleagues showed that by running a DC current through the injec-
tor ferromagnet they were able to control the magnetization of the detector magnet
between Parallel (P) and Anti-Parallel (AP) configurations in their experiment, by
reversing the polarity of the charge current. We show in Fig. (6.10) that spin-circuits
capture two especially relevant experimental parameters:
• The critical switching current at ⇡ 4 mA
• The non-local resistance at ⇡ 2 m⌦
by simply using experimentally measured parameters without any fitting parameters.
Note that this experimental benchmark was first done by Behin-Aein and colleagues
using spin-circuits in [34,12]. Here, we simply reproduce the result reported in [34,12]
to stress the relative ease this experiment can be reproduced using modular spin-
circuits.
Much like the experimental setup, a pulsed1 DC current in the spin-circuit is
“swept” from a negative (positive) to positive (negative) current value for an initial
magnet configuration, in a two step sweep:
• The magnets are prepared in the (A) state when they are in the Parallel con-
figuration. An increasingly positive electron current (resulting in a negative
charge current) is injected into the channel. When the current value is about
⇡ 4mA the detector magnet switches to an Anti-Parallel configuration.
• The magnets are then prepared in the (B) state when they are in the Anti-
Parallel configuration. An increasingly negative electron current (resulting in a
positive charge current) is injected into the channel. When the current value is
about  4 mA the detector magnet switches to a Parallel configuration.
1In the experiment a 2s pulse is applied and turned o↵, and a separate read-out is performed. Spin-
circuit simulation performs a similar analysis by appropriate pulse shaping (first high, then low) to
avoid intermediate states due to the steady-state precession of the magnet. I am grateful to Prof.
Appenzeller for directing my attention to this issue.
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Fig. 6.10. Spin-circuit result for pure spin-current-driven magnetization
reversal (Otani experiment [16]. Similar to the experiment, a current pulse
is applied and then turned o↵, and turned on with a smaller magnitude
for read-out, this prevents intermediate states. 2 critical parameters are
the non-local resistance and the critical switching current are captured
quantitatively without any fitting attempt. Experimental data reprinted
by permission from [16] Macmillan Publishers Ltd: [Nature Physics], Tao
Yang, Takashi Kimura and Yoshichika Otani, “Giant spin-accumulation
signal and pure spin-current-induced reversible magnetization switching”,
Nature Physics 4, 11 (2008), copyright (2008)
Within the self-consistent transport and magnetization dynamics framework, it
is instructive to see the temporal behavior of the detector magnet as a function of
spin-currents in Fig. (6.11), where we show the result of the non-local resistance as
a function of time, when the sweeping current is decreased from 0 mA to  5 mA,
where switching from the (AP) state to (P) state occurs at around  3.5 mA when
the non-local resistance comes back to 2.4 m⌦.
6.6 Functional Device: Spin-Switch
Another functional spin-device that we are going to consider in the context of spin-
circuits is the “Spin-Switch” [8]. Spin-Switch makes use of the recently discovered
Giant-Spin Hall E↵ect (discussed in detail in Chapter 5) to route spin-currents via
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Fig. 6.11. Time-dependent magnetization of the detector magnet as the
current sweep is increased.
charge currents that flow in the GSHE metal, as opposed to the ASL scheme where
pure spin currents are routed in non-magnetic channels like copper. Hence, Spin-
Switch is an improvement over ASL since spin-relaxation in non-magnetic metals is
not an issue. The real advantage however seems to be an opportunity to obtain a gain,
a surprising e↵ect where the net spin-current extracted from the GSHE metal can be
more in amplitude than the injected charge current, by the   factor (See Eq. (5.6)
and Chapter 5 for details).
Spin-Switch also tackles a key issue of the original ASL design, the input-output
isolation. In any logic unit, the input must be able to drive the output with relative
ease and not the other way around. This often requires a physical asymmetry in
the device, the most immediate example is the field-e↵ect transistor, where the gate
is physically separated from the channel whose resistance it controls. It could be
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easy to achieve the input/output isolation for a single device, however, in a real
logic architecture, a single unit needs to be able to drive many subsequent units
creating critical design restrictions. Spin-Switch achieves this input-output isolation
through an electrical insulator between “write” and “read” units that communicate
through dipolar coupling. The writer magnet is driven by a GSHE-current and the
reader magnet that is electrically isolated from the writer magnet is driven by dipolar
coupling due to writer magnet. Fig. (6.12) illustrates the physical structure and the
corresponding modular spin-circuit.
A more detailed discussion on these subtle issues can be found in [96, 97]. Here
we are going to use Spin-Switch as a complex example that is gathering a diverse set
of phenomena that can be analyzed using spin-circuits.
Fig. 6.12. Physical structure of a single unit Spin-Switch [8] and its circuit
representation in terms of the modules described in this thesis. The Spin-
Switch constitutes one of the most sophisticated examples we have consid-
ered so far, bringing Dipolar Coupling, Spin-Transfer-Torque, Giant-Spin
Hall E↵ect as well as MTJ physics together in its operation.
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6.6.1 Operation of the Device
Spin-Switch operation relies on a charge current that runs in the GSHE film to
provide a spin-torque current to switch the magnetization of a “writer” layer that is
dipolarly coupled to a free layer of an MTJ. In Fig. (6.13), we perform a transient
simulation of the full circuit shown in Fig. (6.12) where the Write magnet and read
magnet are set initially in a parallel configuration although this would not be an
equilibrium configuration because dipolar coupling aligns the magnets in anti-parallel
configuration. We simply start from this setup to first see the switching of the read
layer due to dipolar coupling and see it switch back when Read magnet is driven by
a spin-torque current due to the GSHE layer.
Next we consider the MTJ resistance as a function of time. The MTJ is the third
unit that is being a↵ected by the consecutive chain of events: The writer magnet is
being switched by the GSHE that switches the reader magnet that changes its relative
orientation with respect to the fixed layer of the MTJ, changing the MTJ resistance.
Fig. (6.14) shows how the resistance of the MTJ is changed as a function the GSHE
pulse, completing the cycle of operation of this device.
6.7 Summary of Chapter
We have introduced “Magnetics” modules (LLG and Magnetic Coupling) to the
mix and analyzed the essential physics of two prominent spin-logic proposals. The
analysis we have provided for All Spin Logic is not novel, however the approach is
fresh and unifying. The final example we have shown with Spin-Switch is novel and it
constitutes the most sophisticated example that we have analyzed using spin-circuits
so far; exhibiting deep e↵ects such as Spin-Hall Magnetoresistance, Spin-transfer-
torque, Magnetic Coupling and Tunneling Magnetoresistance in one single device.
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Fig. 6.13. Time-dependent example of two switching events in Spin-
Switch: The writer (Bottom) and reader (Top) magnets are prepared
in an AP state so that they exhibit dipolar switching before GSHE cur-
rent pulse is applied. A second dipolar flipping follows the spin-torque
switching of the writer layer. Inset: Shows the GSHE pulse (Current)
as a function of time. Note that the current magnitude increases (for
a constant voltage pulse) during switching. This is due to a re-entrant
e↵ect that was discovered recently, namely, Spin Hall Magnetoresistance
(SMR) [43,98]. Some of the injected spin-current from GSHE to the write
magnet is reflected during switching, and this reflected current enters the
GSHE causing a voltage change due to Inverse Spin Hall E↵ect. This
profound e↵ect (its theory being developed only recently) shows the deep
physics associated within our modules.
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Fig. 6.14. MTJ Resistance as a function of time. The MTJ state follows
the sequence of switching in Fig. (6.13), first dipolar switching from (P)
to (AP) then spin-transfer-torque (STT) switching from (AP) to P. The
MTJ conductance depends on the relative angle ✓ between fixed layer and
free layer, GMTJ = G0(1 + P 2 cos ✓).
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7. QUANTUM MYSTERIES USING SPIN-CIRCUITS
In this final and lighthearted Chapter, we are going to look at a few “academic”
devices that go to the heart of Quantum Mechanics. Our premise will be that our
methodology remains valid all the way, even when counter-intuitive quantum prop-
erties of spins emerge in these devices.
We are going to start by a 3-Terminal device, the so-called “spin-flip transistor”
that was proposed by leading theoretician G.E.W Bauer [99] as a functional device,
here we are simply going to use it to illustrate the close connection between spins,
charges, and magnets. Incidentally, a version of this device was very recently realized
experimentally in the non-local geometry using magnetic insulators (YIG) [45, 44]
and is well-described by our formalism as we mentioned in Chapter 2 when we intro-
duced YIG NM interfaces, however, we will resist the temptation to demonstrate the
straightforward spin-circuit model of this experiment, and stick to our “academic”
discussion in this Chapter.
Next, we are going going to show gedankenexperiments that mimic fundamental
aspects of spin. Specifically, we are going to devise solid-state analogs of the sequential
Stern-Gerlach apparatuses that Feynman and Sakurai [100,101] used to illustrate the
beauty and mystery of quantum mechanics.
7.1 Spin-Flip Transistor
The spin-flip transistor consists of a non-magnetic channel, like copper, that has
two ferromagnetic contacts (injector and detector) that always point in opposite direc-
tions, say +z and  z, as shown in Fig. (7.1). The channel contains another magnet,
which we call the “gate” from hereon, whose magnetization is varied by an external
mechanism. For our discussion this could be a magnetic field that only a↵ects the
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gate and not the other magnets. Here, we are not bothered by “details” regarding
how such a local magnetic field can be generated and simply assume the magnetiza-
tion of the gate to be a variable. Note that the gate is an electrically floating terminal
meaning no net charge current flows into it, under any condition.
Fig. 7.1. Spin-Flip transistor and its spin-circuit implementation. (c)
Normalized current (In ⌘ [I(0)   I(✓ = ⇡/2)]/I(0)) through the device
as a function of the direction of gate magnet: Current is maximum when
the gate magnet points in the +x direction. The maximum current pre-
dicted by the spin-circuit is equivalent to the maximum current condition,
Eq. (170) in [11].
To further simplify the argument, we will assume that all the magnets are half
metals, in other words, perfect spin-filters. This assumption is not strictly required
and was not made in the numerical calculations, it just simplifies the discussion.
Without the gate magnet, no current flows in the device. Only +z spins are
flowing from the injector into the channel, and these cannot get out from the detector
side. This means that if the gate magnet is in the ±z directions, it will not have any
e↵ect in the circuit. The surprising e↵ect is when the gate magnet is rotated in the
z   x plane, suddenly the circuit starts picking up a non-zero current, even though
the middle magnet is electrically floating and can take no charge current.
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What is actually happening is that the middle magnet (+x) is acting like a
“ground” to spin currents (+z), flipping their spins. This is precisely what happens
during a magnetization reversal due to spin-polarized currents injected on a magnet:
By flipping the spins of incoming electrons, the magnet “feels” a torque, and if it is
not big enough to take care of this torque; its own magnetization flips in the process.
Assuming our gate magnet is a big one that dissipates the torque it feels due to relax-
ing the spins in the channel, we can ignore any spin-torque reversal here. Moreover if
we assume that the gate magnet is a “strong” ground (the spin-mixing conductivity
is ⌘ G0 ⇥ a we defined in Chapter 2 determines this strength), the +z spin-density
is completely quenched in the channel, leaving an unpolarized charge current. This
unpolarized current can then flow through the  z magnet at the detector, allowing
a net current flow through the device.
Looking at Fig. (7.1) we see that the gate magnet’s angle can be used to control
the electron current in the channel, the e↵ect is maximum when the gate magnet is
orthogonal (in real space) to the injector magnet, since this is when the spin-torque
current to the gate is fully transverse and fully absorbed by the gate. The maximum
current magnitude is given by an analytical formula, derived by Bauer et. al. in [11]
and is reproduced by our spin-circuit.
As we mentioned earlier, we used this device simply to illustrate the beautiful
interaction between spins, magnets and the electron charge. Even though the magnet
is electrically floating and cannot directly a↵ect the charge flow in the channel, its
magnetic orientation interacts with the spins of the channel which in turn interacts
with the charge flow in the overall circuit.
Next, we are going to show how making a slight variation in the spin-flip transistor
can make it behave very di↵erently, however before that we have to go on a slight
detour.
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Fig. 7.2. Schematic of Stern-Gerlach experiment. A nonuniform magnetic
field is generated due to the canted magnet design. Magnetic moments are
subject to a force proportional to their z-component. For a random beam,
the z-component could be any value prior to entering the magnet range
from a classical perspective. However, only 2-possible magnetic moments
are observed.
7.2 Stern-Gerlach Experiment
In 1922, two German physicists Stern and Gerlach performed an experiment that
is often credited to have established the true quantum mechanical nature of spins.
This experiment is also used as a pedagogical tool to explain the counter intuitive
aspects of quantum mechanics. Stern and Gerlach sent a beam of silver atoms (Au:
4d105s1 a neutral atom that has a single s-electron in its outer shell1) through two
ferromagnets that are magnetized in parallel directions (Fig. (7.2)). They have canted
the top magnet so that the field lines around the top magnet had to pass through
a smaller area, increasing the magnetic flux density (B-field) near the top magnet.
1Note that sending neutral Silver atoms is a conscious choice: Sending any charged particle such as
electrons or protons would subject them to enormous Lorentz forces that would wash out any e↵ect
due to intrinsic angular momentum.
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This was a deliberate design consideration to create a magnetic field gradient in the
direction that the magnets were magnetized, in this case, +z.
It was known from classical electromagnetics that a magnetic moment, ~µ in a
magnetic field would feel a potential energy:
U =  ~µ · ~B (7.1)
where B is the magnetic field and ~µ is the magnetic moment. If there is a magnetic
field gradient, as in the Stern-Gerlach experiment, there would be a net force on the
magnetic moments given by:
F ⌘  rU = r~µ · ~B (7.2)
The magnets were magnetized in the +z direction, there was a magnetic field
gradient in the same direction, and the magnetic moment of the electrons were not
expected to show any spatial variation by themselves, therefore they expected to see





Eq. (7.3) predicts that the force on each magnetic moment will be proportional
to its z-component, that could take any value. For a completely randomized silver
beam, Stern and Gerlach were expecting to see a full range of magnetic moments on
a detector curtain behind their magnets, however they only saw two discrete spots.
This meant that the intrinsic angular momentum of electronic spins were inherently
discrete. The Stern-Gerlach experiment was a milestone in the understanding of
spin [102] and critical in the further development of quantum theory in the first half
of the 20th century.
7.3 Sequential Stern-Gerlach Experiments
Sequential Stern-Gerlach devices are gedankenexperiments that have never been
performed, but constitute very good examples of illustrating deep subtleties of quan-
tum mechanics. Both Sakurai and Feynman used these devices to formulate a theory
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Fig. 7.3. Sequential Stern-Gerlach setups that are described by Sakurai
and Feynman [100, 101]. Each S-G axis box corresponds to the Stern-
Gerlach setup we discussed in Fig. (7.2). See text for explanation of (a),
(b), (c).
of quantum mechanics, simply starting from the consequences of these devices. In
Fig. (7.3), we consider the sequential setup Sakurai considered in [101].
The original Stern-Gerlach experiment produced one surprise: The angular mo-
mentum (or magnetic moment) of an electron had two discrete values instead of a
continuous spectrum, even when coming from a completely random source. The se-
quential Stern-Gerlach devices we discuss here will uncork another surprise: Spin is
not a 3-dimensional vector with three simultaneously defined directions. Let us turn
to the experiment to elucidate this point.
We construct Stern-Gerlach boxes, each corresponding to the setup we considered
in Fig. (7.2). One of the beams are blocked upon exiting the boxes so that a pure
spin-state is observed. Three di↵erent setups are considered: (1) Two consecutive +z
measurements. This shows that a second measurement on the same spin does not
change its spin. (2) +z and a +x measurement. A pure +z state is fed into a +x
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SG-box and produces an equal amount of +x and  x states And (3), a final example
that shatters all classical expectations of having 3-independent spin-axes: A pure +z
state is obtained after blocking the  z component of the source beam in the first S-G
box, which then enters a second +x box, as in example (2), but then when it enters
a third +z box it produces a  z beam! Didn’t we block out the  z component of
the original beam once and for all?
It turns out that the second +x measurement completely overwrote the spin-state
and its previous history. This basic observation cannot be explained if were to assign
3-independent directions for spin at any given time.
The modern quantum mechanical explanation of this setup would express the
spin-states as “spinors” instead of “vectors”. Spinors are mathematical constructs
with specific rules that are in accordance with the consequences of basic quantum
































which basically states that a +z state can be written as a half +x and a half  x
spin state. This is in accordance with the +z state being split into equal beams in
































which states that a +x state in turn, can be written as a half +z and a half  z
spin state. This explains the the +x state showing a  z beam at the final output of
Example (c). Clearly, spinor algebra is designed to “fit the bill” and explain the basic
results of quantum mechanics, including the sequential Stern-Gerlach experiments we
constructed.
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7.3.1 Solid State Analog of the Stern-Gerlach Experiment
We started the Chapter with a 3-Terminal spin-flip transistor, that we analyzed
using spin-circuits. And then we reviewed the classic Stern-Gerlach experiment and
gedankenexperiments related to it. In this section, we are going back to the 3-Terminal
spin-flip transistor and we are going to modify it to devise a solid-state analog of the
sequential Stern-Gerlach experiments of the previous section.
First, consider the circuit shown in Fig. (7.4). We construct a 3-Terminal spin-
circuit, very similar to the one we discussed at the beginning of the Chapter, with
two key di↵erences: The magnet in the middle of the device is electrically grounded
(unlike the floating magnet previously) and to simplify the discussion, we removed
the detector magnet and replaced it with a normal metal. Our purpose here is simply
to show an analog of the Stern-Gerlach device shown in Fig. (7.4). Firstly, attaching a
magnetin series to a current source, makes it behave like a polarizer since any current
passing through a magnet will be polarized in the magnetization of the magnet.
Attaching a magnet that is shunted to ground however, makes it behave like a spin-
blocker since the magnet will pull all the majority spins to the ground, leaving the
rest in the channel.
Assuming all the magnets we consider are half-metallic, we can conclude that a
+x directed magnet cannot draw any more than 0.5 mA for an incoming 1 mA of +z
current because a +z current can be imagined to consisting of 0.5 mA of +x and 0.5
mA of  x currents. Since the +x directed magnet only has access to the +x portion
of this current, we expect the magnet shunting only half of the incoming current, no
matter how strong its charge conductance is. Note that this is exactly what happens
in the sequential Stern-Gerlach setup, although we have never considered magnitudes
so far. Every time a spin-beam is filtered through an SG-box and one portion of
the beam is blocked, the current amplitude is reduced to its half because half of the
particles are blocked. This is also the behavior we would expect from the spin-circuit
simulation of Fig. (7.4).
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Fig. 7.4. A Solid-State Analog of the sequential Stern-Gerlach setup. The
physical structure of the solid-state analog is similar to what is shown
in Fig. (7.1) with the di↵erence that the middle magnet is grounded, so
that a net charge current can flow through this magnet. All magnets
are assumed to be half-metallic (P = 1) in our discussion. Observe the
one-to-one correspondence between the SG setup and the circuit. Note
that having a +x magnet in the current path is like blocking the +x spins
because they will be grounded by the half-metallic magnet if the magnet is
strong enough. All other conductances are normalized to 1 – the strength
of shunt magnet is relative to 1.
In Fig. (7.5) we show a direct result of this spin-circuit, plotting the charge cur-
rent at the injector, the shunt magnet and the nonmagnet branches. The currents
are plotted as a function of increasing shunt magnet conductance (charge) and very
surprisingly, even when the shunt magnet becomes extremely conductive the current
it draws from the circuit saturates, in accordance with what we would expect from
the arguments we made above. Moreover, we see that the NM sees a 0.5 mA of  x
spin current.
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Fig. 7.5. Numerical simulation of the solid-state S-G Device: x-axis is
increasing charge conductance of the +x magnet. Note that even when
the +x magnet has an infinite conductance it cannot draw more than 0.5
mA for an incoming 1 mA of charge current.
This is precisely Stern-Gerlach behavior! We started with 1 mA of +z current, 0.5
mA of that current was blocked (shunted to ground) and what we ended up having
is 0.5 mA of  x current, since we blocked out the +x. Amazingly, the spin-circuit
of Fig. (7.4-7.5) behaves like a sequential Stern-Gerlach apparatus. Let’s see how far
we can go with this. Consider next, the circuit we show in Fig. (7.6).
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Fig. 7.6. Sequential Stern-Gerlach Device: The currents are progressively
reducing to their halves. There is no magnitude dependence on any of the
conductances, as long as the magnets are half metallic (P=1) and their
charge conductances are increased as in the x-axis.
In this circuit, we have produced a full analog of the Example (c) in Fig. (7.3): A
+z beam is split into +x and  x, +x is blocked,  x is split into to +y and  y and
equally shared by the final magnets. Note how the charge current is neatly reducing
to its half, as we would have expected. It is still possible to imagine extensions such
as adding another layer of +z magnets in the final circuit. However, when the circuit
adds another layer, directivity issues arise (unlike Stern-Gerlach in vacuum, the solid-
state analog is an actual circuit that is fully interconnected and current flow must be
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in one directed way) and the circuit behavior is not universal for any resistance value
anymore. The basic notions however remain the same.
Note that the assumption of half-metallic magnets were important in our discus-
sion. If the magnets were not assumed to be half-metals (P = 1), they would be able
to shunt more than half the current in the channels as their charge conductivity is
increased, because even if they would be very bad conductors for minority spins, they
would eventually be able to take out more than half the current as their conductivity
goes to infinity. In that case we would have to “adjust” the strength of the magnets
just right, to observe Stern-Gerlach behavior. We never had to worry about this issue
because we have assumed the magnets to be half-metallic in all our examples.
7.4 Summary of Chapter
In this Chapter we have discussed various spin-circuits that are directly related
to quantum mechanical nature of spins. We first analyzed the 3-Terminal spin-flip
transistor and used a variant of this device to devise a solid-state analog of sequen-
tial Stern-Gerlach experiments that are discussed in illustrating the counter-intuitive
aspects of spin. Our underlying theme has been that our 4-component matrix method-
ology of spin-circuits capture the deepest aspects of spins.
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK
In this thesis, we have laid the groundwork of a Modular Approach to Spintronics
device modeling by:
• Identifying elemental building blocks to build complex, functional, physics-
based models for spintronic devices and experiments.
• Demonstrating these elemental building blocks in complex spin-circuits as well
as their complex interplay involving a diverse array of physics combining spin-
transport and magnetization dynamics.
We believe that the one of the most important contributions of this thesis has
been to show that the notion of modularity is applicable to spintronic devices when
spin-transport is handled through the 4-current formalism that generalizes ordinary
conductances to 4 ⇥ 4 matrices. One remarkable example is the case of “isotropic”
ferromagnet-nonmagnet resistances becoming “anisotropic” resistances when com-
bined in series as we saw in the case of Spin-Valves. This type of non-trivial e↵ect that
is exhibited by individual modules when they are combined is a direct consequence of
the deep physics ingrained in our modules, distinguishing them from compact circuit
models.
The divide-and-conquer approach described in this thesis welcomes new phenom-
ena and sophisticated improvements of existing modules and we hope that the open-
source platform we have presented in our website [103] that can be used within stan-
dard circuit simulators are going to be picked up by specialists including experimen-
talists and device engineers.
At this time, there are two modes of expansion regarding the Modular Approach
described in this thesis: Horizontal and vertical, which we will briefly elaborate.
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8.1 Horizontal Expansion of Modular Library
Horizontal Expansion of the elemental building block involves addition of new
phenomena and e↵ects that are not yet covered by the modules we have described.
Fig. (8.1) shows possible additional elements to include new phenomena such as
Voltage-Controlled Magnetic Anisotropy (VCMA), a phenomenon that has garnered
lot of attention due to a field-e↵ect mechanism that changes the magnetization of per-
pendicularly magnetized magnets. VCMA in conjunction with the rest of our modules
would open up a pathway to design novel functional devices. A detailed theoretical
methodology that could be used as a benchmark for a circuit model of VCMA is given
by Pertsev in [104]. Topological Insulators (TI) [6] are another emerging class of ma-
terials that have fully spin-polarized surface states that conduct only one type of spin
at a given surface, while being an insulator at its bulk. Such an interesting property
can be used in conjunction with other spintronic building blocks. The physics of
Topological Insulators resemble other high spin orbit modules such RSO and GSHE
in our library and a multi-terminal circuit description of these devices would be an
important addition to the library. Another important phenomenon that has been an
important part of the spintronic phenomena landscape is Spin-Pumping [105] where
an externally driven precession of a ferromagnet injects spin-current to an adjacent
non-magnet. This e↵ect is sometimes called the reciprocal e↵ect of spin-transfer-
torque that is described by the nanomagnet (FM NM) module in our library and its
physical description in a circuit would involve much of the same physics.
8.2 Vertical Expansion of Modular Library
Another mode of expansion in our framework is to increase the level of complexity
in each individual module. One very promising field that is emerging is the so-called
“spin-caloritronics” that investigates the interaction between heat currents and spin-
currents. Adding heat currents and temperature to the mix as an independent variable
would make our matrices 5⇥5, since now we would have to relate 3-spin currents, 1-
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Fig. 8.1. Summary of elemental modules identified in this thesis. Dashed
blocks are envisioned as horizontal expansion of this library.
charge and 1-heat current to a 5⇥ 1 voltage vector that includes Temperature as we
show in Fig. (8.2). Such a vertical expansion would require every single transport
module to be upgraded to include heat currents that would be a remarkably powerful
tool to penetrate the spin-caloritronics field that is very young and unexplored.
As one of the pioneers of this emerging field G.E.W Bauer opined in a recent review
article [52], spin caloritronics is an area where there are many low-hanging fruits for
advancing the basic understanding and identifying the engineering implications of the
field.
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Fig. 8.2. Adding heat currents and temperature gradients to the mix
would make every single conductance a 5⇥5 matrix in our formalism.
8.3 Long Term Outlook: Semiconductors and Magnetics
IEDM celebrated its 60th year in 2014. An almost sentimental theme in the con-
ference was how the past 60 years of innovation in semiconductors have revolutionized
the world. It is now widely recognized that the “Moore Era” is coming to an end and
the future seems unclear.
Meanwhile, in the past two decades, the field of magnetics have made enormous
improvements. Starting from the Giant Magnetoresistance E↵ect that was a meager
80% resistance change at cryogenic temperatures, we have come to the age 64 MB of
STT-MRAMs that are now commercial.
The marriage of these two fields, which is loosely called “spintronics”, seems ripe
with potential. The well-tempered semiconductor expertise with the inherent advan-
tages of magnetics (non-volatility) can propel another Moore’s Era. Perhaps in the
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next two decades we will see a new transistor, or perhaps a di↵erent functional device
like a neuron, or perhaps even an entire brain-like system based on neurons. No one
knows at this time. But what we know for sure is that nanomagnetics will become
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A.1 MATLAB Codes for Modules and Spin-Circuits
The spin-circuit results that are provided in this thesis have largely been simulated
in HSPICE, a commercial SPICE version. As part of a NEEDS project we released
MATLAB codes for some of the spin-circuits however MATLAB codes are not main-
tained anymore and they are not expanded for new spin-circuit examples. SPICE
codes on the other hand are actively maintained and expanded in our website. A soft
copy of existing MATLAB codes are available at: https://nanohub.org/resources/17831
A.2 SPICE Codes for Modules and Spin-Circuits
The SPICE codes for individual modules in (HSPICE syntax) that are used in
this thesis are released at https://nanohub.org/resources/17831. Codes for LLG
(Fig. (6.1)) are available at:
https://nanohub.org/groups/spintronics/llg solver
Codes for CIP (Fig. (2.9) and CPP (Fig. (2.7)) are available at:
https://nanohub.org/groups/spintronics/spin valve
Codes for Voltage-Controlled Spin Precession device (Fig. (5.6) are available at:
https://nanohub.org/groups/spintronics/non-local rso datta-das spin transistor
Codes for Inverse Spin Hall E↵ect (Fig. (5.10) are available at :
https://nanohub.org/groups/spintronics/inverse spin hall e↵ect
Codes for Non-Local Spin Torque (Fig. (6.9) are available at:
https://nanohub.org/groups/spintronics/non local spin torque
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B. APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF
LANDAUER-BÜTTIKER FORMULA FOR SPIN
CONDUCTANCES
B.1 Derivation from Scattering Theory
In this section we show the derivation of S-matrix results. We start the discussion
with Fig. (B.1) and we restrict ourselves to the phase-coherent, elastic transport
regime, for a given energy where there is only one conducting mode.
Fig. B.1. Two-terminal device represented in terms of a one mode 4 ⇥
4 S-matrix composed of spin resolved 2 ⇥ 2 transmission and reflection
coe cients
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The energy dependent current operator at terminal 1, which is a a 2⇥ 2 matrix,

























fc + fz fx   ify












fc + fz fx   ify














[f2]  r0 [f2] r0†   t [f1] t†
(B.4)
where I1(E) and I2(E) are current operators that can be traced in the desired spin





where ↵,   are spin and charge indices and i, jdenote contact indices. We then














where we have added the number of modes, M(E), by hand, since the above analysis
is identical for all conducting modes at the given energy. The conductance expression
shown in Equation (B.5) is the same as Equation (12-13) in [77].
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B.2 Derivation from NEGF
In this section, we start the discussion with a generic 2-terminal device1, repre-
sented by a Hamiltonian matrix H, and self-energies ⌃L and ⌃R as shown in Fig.
(B.2).
Fig. B.2. A generic 2-Terminal device with non-magnetic leads and an
arbitrary spin channel modeled with the NEGF method. Basic NEGF
equations are also shown. For details, see [68, 76, 30]



















1We assume a 2-T structure for simplicity, and the derivation holds for any number of terminals.
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where Gn is the electron density matrix, GR(A) is the retarded (advanced) Green’s
function, H is the Hamiltonian representing the channel region, ⌃ is the total self-
energy matrix due to the coupling to the contacts and ⌃in is the total “inscattering”
matrix, all at a given energy.
At steady state, the current operator reduces to a zero matrix, reassuring KCL.
At the contact points, the incoming current, for example from contact p, can be
identified with the second and third terms that involve the self-energy matrix ⌃ for
a particular contact, the current vector that flows into the device at a particular





















With the understanding that Fp is an empty matrix with a single non-zero block
corresponding to the point p, that gives information about the spin/charge population
probability (Defined earlier by Equation(4.6)) at terminal p in the form of a matrix:




fc + fz fx   ify
fx + ify fc   fz
3
5
where IP is unity for which the terminal points are attached to in the real space
basis, and zero otherwise. S↵ is an expanded Pauli spin matrix by S↵ = IN⇥N ⌦  ↵,
where  ↵ signifies the Pauli spin matrices which reduce to identity for charge. Now


































































C. APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF SUM RULES AND
RECIPROCITY RELATIONS
C.1 Sum Rules
In this section, we analytically derive the sum rules that have been justified by
physical arguments in the text, starting from the NEGF-based conductance matrices.





























































































































































































































For sum rules 5 and 6, we only investigate the di↵erence of terminal and interface
conductances, since the sum rules we are attempting have been proved for terminal
conductances already, if the di↵erence vanishes, the corresponding sum rule for the





































C.2 Spin-Generalized Onsager Reciprocity Relations
















































































































Note that the broadening matrices   only pick up a transpose under time reversal




where ↵ is a spin or charge index, and n↵ is 1 for spin indices and 0 for charge. Next,














































































































































since trace of AT is equal to trace A, proving the reciprocity relation shown in the
main text.
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D. APPENDIX: FOUR COMPONENT CIRCUIT
ALGEBRA
In this Appendix, we show how two 4-component modules can be combined as
required in the analytical derivation required for the current-in-plane (CIP) spin
valves. This Appendix also generally demonstrates how analytical calculations using
4-component conductances can be carried out. First we observe that any 2-Terminal
conductor specifying spin and charge transport through 4⇥ 4 matrices can be repre-
sented in terms of a general 8⇥ 8 matrix (Fig. (D.1)).
Fig. D.1. Any 2-Terminal conductance in our framework can be represented
in terms of a general 8⇥ 8 conductance matrix G, comprised of individual
Gij (each being 4 ⇥ 4 matrices for spin and charge transport). Observe
that the general conductance matrix G can equivalently be expressed as a
circuit whose elements are uniquely defined in terms of these Gij.
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This representation of a conductor is mathematically equivalent to the series/shunt
circuits that we have been using to represent the modules discussed in this thesis.
Note that in the most general case, the two-port circuit may not be reciprocal
(G12 6= G21) and this introduces the “dependent” voltage sources in the circuit de-
scription of these conductances that vanish when G12 = G21. For the transport
modules we have discussed in this thesis, only the Rashba spin-orbit coupling (RSO)
module had such dependent sources, since the rest of the transport modules were
reciprocal and did not need these sources in their description.
We observe that simple circuit equations can be used to verify the equivalence of
the two representations shown in Fig. (D.1).
Fig. D.2. The problem of combining two 4-component circuits is reduced to
combining their conductance matrices. Currents and voltages (both 4⇥ 1
vectors) are the same at the connecting node.
With this picture in mind, combining two 4-component circuits is equivalent to
combining their general conductance representation as illustrated in Fig. (D.2). We
use the boundary condition in the middle node ( V3 = V2 and I3 =  I2) to eliminate
I2 and V2, to directly relate I1, I4 to V1, V4.
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Step 1 is to get an expression for V2 by simply adding the equations for I2 from
the first block and  I2 from the second block:
G21V1 +G22V2 = I2




V2 +G21V1 +G34V4 = 0 (D.1)
which can be used to solve for the common node voltage V2:
V2 =  g 1(G21V1 +G34V4) where g ⌘ (G22 +G33) (D.2)
Note that we must pay attention of the order of multiplication in these equations
since each coe cient is defined as a matrix.
Step 2 is to use the expression we have obtained for V2 in the remaining nodal






(G11  G12 g 1 G21)
| {z }
G011
V1 + ( G12 g 1 G34)
| {z }
G014
V4 = I1 (D.3)
where we have identified G011 and G
0
14 as:
G011 = (G11  G12 g 1 G21)
G014 =  G12 g 1 G34 where g ⌘ (G22 +G33) (D.4)
directly relating the 1st and 4th terminals as in Fig. (D.2). Similarly, using the second













where we have identified G041 and G
0
44 as:
G041 =  G43 g 1 G21
G044 = (G44  G43 g 1 G34) where g ⌘ (G22 +G33) (D.6)
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These equations are summarized in Fig. (D.3).
Fig. D.3. Resulting matrices for combining individual conductance matrices
for analytical calculations using spin-circuits.
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E. APPENDIX: ANALYTICAL DERIVATION OF RSO
CONDUCTANCES
In this Appendix, we derive the RSO conductances of Chapter 4. We start with the
derivation of 1D conductances. The Hamiltonian describing a channel with RSO is
given by:
H = H0 + ↵( xky    ykx) (E.1)
where ↵ is the Rashba coe cient, in units J  m.
E.1 1D RSO conductances
We start from a tight-binding Hamiltonian for a channel that has only 2 discrete
points (including spin all matrices become 4 ⇥ 4, since this would be the minimal
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where we have defined ⌘ = ↵
a
, a being the lattice spacing and ⌘ is in units of Energy.
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Using a dispersion relation of E = 2t (1  cos(ka)) and defining the retarded Green’s
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Taking the inverse exactly, and grouping the result in terms of 4, (2 ⇥ 2 matrices)












We can use each of these 2x2 matrices to write down spin tranmission/reflection
matrices using Eq. (4.11) of Chapter 4. For instance for individual transmission





= 1/2Tr.[ ↵  22 g
R
21  11    g
A
12] (E.5)
where gA = (gR)† and  ↵,  are Pauli spin matrices for di↵erent spin orientations and
 i,j are 2⇥ 2 broadening matrices that are defined in terms of the ⌃ matrices of the
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and the 2⇥ 2   matrices can be written from ⌃ matrices as   = i(⌃  ⌃†):




2 t sin (x) 0









t2 ( 4 t2 + ⌘2) (sin (x))2
64 (cos (x))2 t4   64 t4   ⌘4 + 16 (cos (x))2 t2⌘2   16 t2⌘2
(E.8)
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Further observing that Rashba perturbation is usually small compared to the hopping















for small ✓. Similarly, we show, using the same algebra but assuming  ↵ =  z and
   =  x in Eq. (E.5) we obtain:
Gzx21 = 64
t3⌘ (sin (x))2
64 (cos (x))2 t4   64 t4   ⌘4 + 16 (cos (x))2 t2⌘2   16 t2⌘2
(E.12)





which can similarly be expanded to a series for small ✓:
Gzx21 =  ✓ ⇡ sin(✓) (E.14)
Therefore, Gxz21 =   sin ✓. Remembering that we have set ⌘ = ↵a the rotation angle











Noting that “a” is really the total device length in our 2-point device, we recover
the earlier result we obtained for the 1D-rotation angle if we set a = L. Similarly
the rest of the conductance matrices are obtained for di↵erent  ↵,  combinations to
produce the normalized (per spin) 1D conductances.
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E.2 2D RSO conductances
The e↵ective length traveled by higher order modes are given by L/ cos( ) where
  is the angle higher order k-vectors make with the current-flow axis. Therefore their
rotation angle in the channel is given by ✓0/ cos  where ✓0 is simply Eq. (E.16). The
second aspect is that the e↵ective magnetic field the higher order modes see changes
direction. The 1D conductances can be rotated around the z-axis by angle   to obtain
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